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ABSTRACT

Six chapters comprise this document, which is a discussion of the history and technical
development of homing guidance via signals from body-fixed interferometer antennas as it
is used in a tactical surface-to-air missile. Chapter I provides an introduction and back-
ground; -Chapter 2 reviews homing guidance, giving brief consideration to the guidance
technique and the concept of body-motion decoupling from the interferometer signal, as

* well as to the attractive features and critical factors that are characteristic of interferome-
ters; Chaptcr 3 deals with early developments in interferometer guidance, Chapter 4 pre-
sents angle-measurement techniques along with their characteristic ambiguities and the
methods for resolving them, describes instrumentation techniques for phase measure.nent
by both scanning and nonscanning systems, and discusses the effects of glint noise and
multiple targets; Chapter 5 describes the methods used to decouple body motion from the
interferometer signal, the effects of a nonrigid airframe, and the types of measuring instru-
ments and their tolerances; and Chapter 6 considers the use of homing guidance for current

* and future missiles, irs compatibility with other guidance modes for a multimode missile,
and its low-frequency capability and suitability for guided projectiles. This last chapter is
also directed toward the modern implementation of inter ferometer homring using strap-
down inertial instruments and digital processing.

The comprehensive bibliography on body-fixed interferometc homing was assembled
from memoranda from The Johns Hopkins Univefrsity Applied Physics Laboratory, the
Defense Research Laboratory of the University of Texas. the Massachusetts Institute (if
Technology Defense Technical Information Center, U.S. patents, and miscellaneous
sources.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Use of interferometers for missile guidance spans most of the history of missile ,ech-
nology from some of the earliest homing missiles up to current use of interferometers ill
operational and developmental missiles. RF intlerferometers measure the aagle of arrival of
ar, RF \%a~efronr by processing the phase difference between signals received at t\%o dis-
placed RF antennas. When this device ýs used as a sensor for missile guidance, it has a num-
ber of useful characteristics that are different from the characterltics of guidance ,.stenis
that use other antennas.

Since shortlý after World War II, The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab-
oratory (JHUIAPL) has been active in the deelopment of RF interferometers for a variet\
of weapon system applice .ions. On occasion, lack of complete familiarity with interferom-
eter guidance technology by segments of the defense community has resulted in selection of
alternative approaches without due consideration being given to interferometer systems.

Successful application of RF interferometers to missile guidance demands careful at-
tention to fundamental principles of RF interferometer technology. Unfortunately, the lit-
erature on this subject is not as comprehensive or as widely available as that for other mis-
bile guidance techniques. Recent searches of two of the principal U.S. respositories for guid-
ance and control references - the Defense Technical Information Center IDTIC) arid theil
Guidance and Control lnformation and Analysis Centcr (GACIAC) - ,4d not reveal a
single document that thoroughly covers the subject o0 interferorneter guiup;ace. Even more
distressing was the fact that some of the documents that were found resorted analysis that
concluded Lhat all body-fixed guidance systems, including interferoroeters, are fundamen-
tally unsuited for use against air targets - a conclusion that ignores the operational perfor-
mance record of the Talos missile.

JHU,'API recognized the limitations of tile available literature on interferometer
guidance, and so issued a contract to the Washington Division of Technology Service Cot-
poration (TSC) to prepare this survey of RF interfercmeter guidance. The sur~ey does not
report new analysis or deveiopmrent results, but instead draws hea\-ily on information from
patents, in-house reports, and published reports originated by JHUAPL, Bendix
Mishawaka, the Dcfc,tse Research Laboratory at the University of Texas (DRL), and MIT
Lincoln Laboratories. This task was proposed by J. F. Gulick and J. S. Miller, whose many
years of experience on the IHU/APL professional staff in all aspects of RF interferometer
homing de'elopments provide outstanding qualification to be ;he authors of this document.

1.2 PURPOSES OF THE DOCUMENT

This survey of RF interferometcr guidance technology has several goals:

I. Describe attractivo features and critical factors of RF interferonieter guidance;

2. Review successful interferometer guidance techn~ques so that they can be imitated
and refined;

-Il-
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3. Res ieA interferoincter guidance techniques, that ha, e knos i pitfalls so they can be
avoided;

4. Recognize the contributions of organizations that participated in the early de, vlop-
ment of interferometer guidance; and

5. Document the successful operational use of RF interferornetric guidance against air
targets.

.1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE IOLMEXr

This document is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction. Chapter 2 is
an overview 'if interferometer guidance, describing how body-fixed interferometers can be
used to obtain the data required for proportional navigation homing, introducing the con-
cept of body-motion decoupling, and providing a concise summa:', of attractive features
and crizical considerations for interferometer guidance.

Chapter 3 reviews early de,,elopment of RF interfcroaiieter guidance with the
METEOR program at MIT and the beginning of the Talos program at DRI arld
JHU/APL.

Chapter 4 examines interferometer processing for ang!e measurement, developing the j
equations that relate the interferometer angle to the elcsti ,.al phase diffcrcncc b tvce, the
signals measured by two interferometer antennas, explaining angular ambiguity and scale
factor variations, and describing specific hardare implementations that hase been used
for angle measurement processing.

Chapter 5 addresses the extremely important topic of body-motion decoupling, critical

not only for interferometer sN stems, but for any guidance system that uses a body-fixed sen-

sor and proportional navigation The chapter also describes specific implementations that
have been used for body-motion decoupling.

Chapter 6 looks to the future by examining the suitability of interferomter guidance
for current and fu:ure mi,,siles and suggesting %kays that contemporary technology can he
used to improve the performance and reduce the cost of interferometer guidance.

-12-
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF INTERFEROMETER GUIDANCE

ZA THE GUIDANCE FUNCTION OF BODY-FIXED INTERFEROMETERS

A homing missile makes onboard measurements of some aspects of the relative geome-
try between itself and its intended target, and based on these measurements, steers itself to
intercept the target. The-guidance law is the_steering policy that the missile uses to determine
its turning as a function of measured geometric parameters.-Most homing missiles use
guidance laws that are a form of pursuit guidance or proportional navigation. Proportional
navigation generally provides better performance in the face of target maneuvers, external
disturbances such as cross winds, and various measurement errors. For exact proportional
navigation, the missile steers to maintain the turning rate of its velocity vector proportional
to the angular rate of the line-of-sight (L.OS) between the missile and the target.

Figure I is a block diagram of a typical proportional navigation guidance loop. The
trajectories of the target and the missile determine the LOS between the missile and the tar- [K

STarget Line-of-sight .ine-of-sigh- Steering Missle

I I -

itralectory angullar rate Gudne rt udne o mnseclrto

Fig. 1 Block diagam of proportional navigation.

get, as well as the an.ular ratc of the LOS relative Lo inertial space, The functions of the
missile hardware blocks in Fig. I are:

1. The guidance receiver measures the LOS rate and supplies that measurement to the
guidance computer.

2. The guidance computer uses the measured LOS rate to generate steering commands
,for the autopilot in accordance with the proportional navigation guidance law, and

it g 3. The autopilot drives aerodynamic control surfaces to generate missile acceleration
in response to the steering commands from the guidance computer.

The focus of this document is the use of body-fixed interferometers for the guidanceU.=i receiver function.

I4
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The angular rate of the LOS is a vector quantity that will have a component along the
centerline of the missile unless the LOS itself is along the centerline. However. a typical mis-
sile autopilot does not control the component of acceleration along the missile centerline -
it only controls the components of missile acceleration along two axes, ?h and ii in Fig. 2,

.A A -- plane acceleration . ,\r
[ 41

•LOS

n8 - B - plane acceleration

Fig. 2 Misile axes.

normal to the centerline. A common approximation for three-dimensional implementation
of proportional navigation is therefore based on ignoring the component of LOS rate along
the centerline (and setting the steering commands (1 ,= and qB,-) proportional to the corn-
ponents of the LOS rate along In and fi. This is done as follows:

771AC = olos * I

For a homing missile using this approximate implementation of proportional navigation, a
more specific statement of the guidance receiver function that is performed by body-fixed
interferometers is: "The guidance receiver measures the m and n components of the iner-
tially referenced angular rate of the LOS between the missile and the target."

-14-
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2.2 CONCEPT OF BODY-MOTION DECOUPLING

Proportional navigation in a single plane requires a measurement of the angular rate of
the LOS from the missile to the target, relative to inertial space. If this measurement is to be
obtained from interferometer measurements, the guidance system must include a method
for subtracting from the interferometer signal the apparent LOS rate caused by airframe
rotation. There are two methods of accomplishing this body-motion subtraction or
"decoupling: (a) signals representing relative LOS rate from the interferometer can be corn-

r bined with body rate measurements after angle demodulation of the interferometer signal
or (b) prior to angle demodulation. Figures 3a and 3b are block diagrams illustrating
methods (a) and (b), respectively.

•, ~ ~~~Angle demodulator. ~ ~•+ Oe

(a) Combining after demodulation n

Nominal value of k' 1

(b) Combining before demodulation

Fig. 3 Methods of body-motion decoupling.

Figure 3a shows combining after demodulation. A signal, j .... representing the
measured value of the time derivative of 3 is combined with a signal that is a measure of the
airframe angular rate, 0,,.. This method produces a signal, 6,,,, that is a measured value of
the angular rate of the LOS relative to inertial space. This form of dccoupling seems attrac-
tively 3traightforward and simple to implement, but unfortunately it has a serious problcin.
Depending on the power of the received RF signal and the effects of countermeasures, the
scale factor on the demodulation signal representing 41 may vary widely from its nominal
value. Thereforc, regardless of the geometric value of i, a,,, could be zero during a target

-11-
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fade or whenever the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is very low. Figure 3a shows that if Imgoes
to zero in such a situation, then 6,, will equal the measured airframc angular rate, ým. with
the sign reversed. The resulting airframe motion feedback is destabilizing.

The second body-motion subtraction technique, combining before demodulation (See
Fig. 3b) combines electrical phase angles proportional to 0 and 4' to produce an electrical

- - - phase angle proportional- to-o. This -process is not sensitive -to the power level -of -the RVF-
signal, but the angle demodultor processes a signal proportional to the geometric angle a
and p~rovides an output proportional to .*, the angular rate of the LOS. Changes in the scale I
factor angle demodulator caused by signal fades or by signal processing errors do affect the
6. signal. but they do not introduce any airframe motion coupling or destabilization.
Figure 4 shows conceptual signal processing diagrams for implementation of the two body.
motion compensation techniques that have been described.

N approximates cos0
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2.3 ATTRACTIVE FEATURES OF INTERFEROMETERS

This section describes the attractive features of the interferometers, whereas the critical
factors and limitations are discussed in Section 2.4.

A radar interferometer uses two widely spaced receiving antennas in each guidance
plane to derive angle information. Since the reciiving elements are rigidly mounted to the
airframe, the antenna patterns of the indivilual .temcnts must be sufficiently broad to
cover the entire look angle between the missile axis and the LOS to the target. Target det,:c.
tion field of view is determined by the field of view of a single antenna, while angle mea-
surement is based on processing the phase difference between signals received by the two
antennas. Therefore, angular resolution is a ftnction of antenna spacing in wavelengihs of
the radar signal, and look angle coverage is a function of the pattern of a single element.
These characteristics are the basis for several of the attractive features of interferometer
guidance.

2.3.1 Unobstru. ted Innerbody

One of the ,ttractive fe.atures of an interferometer guidance system is that the antenicas
can be located in such a way that they do not influence the design of the innerbody for a
nose inlet ramjet missile. In the development of Talos (the first opciational missile to use
RF interferorneters) one of the requirements was to provide a homing system compatible 4
with this type of inlet design. Ramjet engine inlets have critical requirements associated
with their shape and, at least at that time, a homing seeker was needed that would nt in-
fluence or depend on the shape of the ramjet innerbody. Use of radar interferometers met
this requirement because the individual interferometcr receiving elements were located out.
side and a little forward of the ramjet compressor duct. This configuration proved !o bN
very successful because the guidance system design was not significantly affected by the in-
nerbody design changes that were made through the years of the Talos program,.

2.3.2 Wide Fleld-of.View

Another attractive feature of interferometer guidance was used to satisfy a second re-
quirement for Talos. Talos demanded a homing system that would be able to perform in-
flight acquisition without accurate designation of the target direction. This derived from all
operational requirement for intercept of air targets at ranges of 50 to 400 mi. Such inter-
cepts required inflight acquisition a long time after launch at long ranges from the launch-
ing ship. Under these circumstances, precise target designation was impossible. To achieve
target acquisition without accurate target designation, a guidance system must either search
for the target or have a wide field-of-view. The interferonicier guidance system can easik;
perform this function because of its wide field-of-view, which is equal to the antenna p;.t
tern of on individual element.

2.3.3 Freedom from Radome Errors

* Gimballed seekers normally require a radomc, which is an RF-transparent cover in
front of the seeker. The shape (if the radome is determined by a compromise between the
design of the missile aerodynamics and that of the missile guidance system, since the best
radome shape for one iL the worst shape for the other. The acrodynar ,s designer prefers a
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long. tapered nose for minimum drag, while the seeker designer prefers a hemispherically-
shaped nose for minimal signal distortion. The compromis, design is not optimal either for
aerodynamic or guidance performance. The compromise in guidance system performance is
manifested as angular erors caused by radome refraction.

Careful control of the radome wall thickness is oiie critical factor for minimizing the
radome distortions. Two choices have been used extensively. One is to use a thin wall
radome, the thickness of which is less than one-fifteenth of the wavelength in the dielectric
material. The other usual approach is to use a radome with a wall thickness that is slightly
greater than one-hair" wavelength. Although the thin wall radom': is able to operate over a

wide range of wavelengths that meet the thin wall criterion, often this is not mechanically
practical. The more desirable half wavelength, tuned radorne is widely used with a resulting
bandwidth limitation of approximately 10076 depending on the missile performance re-
quirements.

Radonme errors and the corresponding bandwidth limitations do not apply for radar in-
terferometers because each receiving element is a low gain radiator, often a simple dielectric
loaded horn or polyrod. These individual elements do not require an additional radome.

2.3.4 Broadband Coverage with Simple Antennas

Another advantage of inter frometers is that the individual antenna elements do not
need to have difference patterns. They can be simple, single-mode antennas. Depending on
the required bandwidth, polarization, and gain, niany different forms of individual anltei-
na elements are suitable. This flexibility favors achieveLnint of wide-band frequency
coverage.

A linearly polarized element is usually used for scmiactive seekers because the polariza-
tion of the illuminating signal is usually linear. The linear element used for a semiactive
seeker typically is also suitable for operating in an HOJ (home on jammer) mode since air-
borne jammers are usually circularly polarized. Linearly polarized polyrod elements are
practical up to approximately 200o/ bandwidth, while various forms of log periodic anten-
nas can be used over i greater bandwidth, as much as several octaves.

In fituations where circular polari7lion ii necessary, such as some ARM (anti-
radiation missile) applications, interferonicter antennas arc readily available. Constant di-
ameter helix antennas with bandwidths oil the order of 20qo have been used for this applica-
tion. Greater bandwidths can be achieved with some sacrifice in gain by using flat spiral
elements having bandAdths of two to three octaves. Such flat spiral elements are both
f('.sible and practical.

2.3.5 Low-Frequency Coverage, Angular Accmura.•, and Resolution

Missile guidance interferometers used for angle measurement arc usually separated by
the missile body diameter; this has several major bcnefils.

The accuracy of the interferometer angular measurement is strongly dependent on the
aperture dimension (in wavelengths) of the received RF signal. Using the maximum aper-
ture allows the interferometer to achieve greater angular accurncy or lower frequency
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; I. coverage than a typical monopulse antenna for the same missile airframe. The relationship
is discussed in Ref. I. For example, at a particular frequency, the interferometer system will
achieve greater angular accuracy than a typical monopulse antenna in the same airframe.
Or, for a particular level of angular accuracy, the interferometer system will be able to
operate at a lower frequency than a typical monopulse antenna in the same airframe. This
comparison of angular accuracy is significant because angular accuracy is strongly related
"to terminal miss distance.

7- .
When a missile is confronted with multiple targets within the field-of-view of its

seeker, the success in intercepting one individual target depends on more than the angular I
accuracy of the seeker measurements. The missile will have no hope of intercepting an in-
dividual target unless the seeker is at some point able to develop guidance signals that will
steer the missile toward an individual target, rather than toward a centroid of the multiple
targets. Even this, however, will not assure a small miss distance. If and when the missile

seeker generates steering commands toward an individual target, the missile's intercept
capability will still depend on whether the remaining time-to-go until intercept is sufficient
for the required steering corrections, given the missile maneuverability and responsiveness.
Missile performance against multiple targets, therefore, depends strongly on the range at

which the missile seeker can first generate commands to steer the missile toward an in-
dividual target. This critical range is approximately twice as great for a seeker using in-
terferometcrs separated by the airframe diameter as it is for a typical monopulse seeker in a
missile of the same diameter.

The performance at greater wavelength% can be further improved by mounting interfer-
ometer sensors considerably outside the missile body diameter. Reference 2 describes work
performed in this area by MIT. Other tests, performed at JHU/APL, used a model similar
to the one shown in Fig. 5. The data from the JHU/APL tests, although no longer avail-
able, indicated that acceptable performance could be expected against a moderate perfor-
mance air target, and good performance could be expected against fixed or slowly moving
targets.

X - wavelength of RF signal
Interferometer antenna

4 A

Fig. 5 Anechoic-chamber test model.

I. J. F. Gulick, LI. C. larrell, and R. (*. Mallalicu. "[uidaiiciiiial Linitatio , -f ARI% Scckcr% dit
Low Radar Frequencies.," J HU/AIl. FS-77-X)6 (Jan 1977).

2. I. Sii,1itz, Journal i/f DLýfen's Research (S.iiucnr 1979) N1II Liicoln Laboratorics, lxcxingtn.,
MA.
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2.3.6 Compatibility for Maltimode Guidance Systems

The ever-changing picture of EW (electronic warfare) and missiles has shown that
seekers operating in more than one mode and in widely separated portions of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum provide greatly improved performance in a countermeasures en-
vironment. An interferometer guidance mode is particularly suitable for multiniode
guidance systems because the interferometer antenna elements do not use the central per-
tion of the missile nose, leaving an unobstruced aperture for a second guidance mode.

A number of dual-mode or multimode missile systems have been proposed using the in- - .
terferometer as one of the modes. These include: L

I. RF (semiactive and HOJ) plus RF millimeter wave active, .1

2. RF (semiactive and HOJ)plus Ik passie, and

3. RF (semiactive and ARM) plus I R passive.

An RF ARM and IR passive dual-mode missile has been in development for some time
and is now in Engineering Development for the U.S. Navy (Ref. 3).

2.4 CRITICAL FACTORS IN INTERFEROMETFR SYSTEM I)ESIGN

2.4.1 Angular Ambiguity

Interferometer processing measures electrical phase difference between the RF signals
received by two interferometer antennas; however, the range of the phase measurement is
only from - ir to + wr radians. Angle measurements based on the electrical phase .
measurements are, therefore, ambiguous since there is no unique space angle corresponding
to the measured electrical phase difference. However, since proportional navigation is not
based on target direction but on the angular rate of the target direction, the angular am-
biguity of the interferometer does not affect the implementation of proportional naviga-tion.

One effect of the ambiguity problem is the inability to measure 0 as discussed inSubsection 2.4.2. A second obvious difficulty occurs if a true measurement of 0 is needed to

point a second system. Methods to eliminate the cos 3 term entirely or to resolve the am-
biguities are discussed in detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

3. "Technical Report RAM Missile Round Advanccd Devetlopinew," DTIC/AC-C020879 lchb
198o).
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2.4.2 Cosine 3 Gain Factor

It can be shown that the measured value of 6,, is given by the following equation:

, cosj3 (•cos3 )
: X cos•, X Cos (3)

where: -

X,, is the nominal operating wavelength for which the signal processing is calibrated,

X is the actual operating wavelength, which may or may not match X,,,

t-, is the design value of the look angle 3 for which the signal processing is calibrated,
and

3 is the actual value of the look angle.

This equation shows that the scale factor for the measurement of & will deviate from unity if
the actual value of the look angle 0 differs from the calibration value, 03. The equation also
shows that, in addition to affecting the measurement of o, deviation of 13 from its calibra-
tion value can also cause the measurement of d to be corrupted by a component proportion-
al to the missile airframe angular rate, t. This second effect is the controlling factor that
determines how well 13 and X must be known.

A variety of schemes have been devised, and some of them put to use, to adjust the
signal processing calibration for variations in 3. Some missiles were designed with two dif-
ferent calibration settings for 0. Prior to missile launch, one of the settings was selected as
best suited for that particular engagement, based on the expected interc'ept geometry and
the ratio of missile speed to target speed. For many applications, this approximation is too
coarse. As a result, a number of methods (discussed in Section 4.2) have been developed to
estimate the cosine of 3 more accurately so that measurement calibration and body-motion
can be maintained.

2.4.3 Frequency Dependence

The above equation for the measured value of 6,,, shows that the measurement hAs. iII
addition to its sensitivity to 3, a dependency on the actual wavelength of frequency of the
signal. Like variations in 3, deviations in the operating frequency from the calibration value
affect the scale factor for measurement of 6. and can also cause body-motion coupling into
the measured value of o. Section 5.6 describes some possible implementations for
eliminating body-motion coupling caused by variations in the operating frequency.

2.4.4 Mechanical Alignment

An interferometer guidance system must have interferometer sensors and missile mo-
tion sensors in each of two lateral missile planes in order to allow two-plane steering. Align-
ment of the interferometer sensors with the missile motion sensors is critical to prevent un-

* desirable cross-plane coupling. Alignment tolerances usually can be readily met if mechani-
cal references are used, but it is extremely difficult to adjust the actual physical alignment
by electrical signal nulling schemes.

-21-
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2.4.5 Airframe Stiffness
I

The interferometer measures target motion with respect to the antennas, and the body-
motion sensors measure motion at the sensor location. As previously mentioned, the steer-
ing signal is obtained by subtraction of these two quantities. It is, therefore, important that
consideration be given to body bending effects if the body-motion sensor is physically_
displaced some longitudinal distance from the interferometer antennas.

2.4.6 Tolerance Requirements

For an interferometer guidance system, body-motion decoupling is performed by tak-
ing the smalH difference between two large signals, 4,, and ,,,,. If this body-motion decoupl-
ing is imperfect, missile body motion will be coupled into the guidance loop, which in some
circumstances can destabilize the overall guidance loop. There are, therefore, stringent
tolerances established for the quality of body-motion decoupling.

The tolerances on body-motion decoupling are influenced by many factors so that
simulation is usually required to establish these tolerances. Some of the factors that have a
strong influence are:

I. The amount of pitch and yaw motion associated with missile maneuvers;

2. Type of control, e.g., wings, canards, or tail control;

3. Allowable missile time constant;

4. Total available homing time; j
5. Target maneuver characteristics; and

6. Guidance loop gain.

The body-motion decoupling tolerances are essentially toleranccs on the matching of
the body-motion measurements obtained from inertial sensors by the interferometcr mea-
surements, Since body-motion decoupling is a dynamic process, the body-motion measure-
ments must match the interferometer measurements in phase as well as in gain response.

The cumulative effect of the error sources described in Subsections 2.4.2 through 2.4.4
must not exceed the body-motion decoupling tolerances. Chapter 5 covers body-motion
dccoupling in detail.

2.4.7 Wide-Beam, Low-Gain Antennas

Any body-fixed antenna used for missile guidance must have angular coverage suffi-
cient for the entire range of possible off-axis look angles between the missile centerline and
tlhe LOS to the target. This look angle is the algebraic sam of two angles: the aerodynamic
angle of attack and the angle between the missile heading direction and the LOS to the
target. In practice, the size of the look angle is restricted by virtue of aerodynamic limita-
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tions on the angle of attack and kinematic limitations on the angle between the missile head-
ing direction and the LOS. The total look angle might, however, be as large as SS* corre-
sponding to a requirement that a body-fixed antenna have a total field-of-view of 110*.
This is several times the required field-of-view for a missile guidance antenna that is gim-
"balled relative to the missile body and allowed to track the LOS to the target.

The large field-of-view required for body-fixed missile guidance antennas limits anten-
* na gain. A pair of interferometer antennas will readily provide the necessary field-of-view,

but their gain would be only approximately 5 dB above the gain of an isotropic antenna,
assuming 5007o efficiency for the individual iriterferometer antenna elements.

The interferometer antenna configuration has two characteristics that must be under-
stood. First, the body fixed nonsteerable configuration requires a total field-of-view consis-
tent with the maximum required look angle. Second, the gain associated with such an anten-
na is considerably belo%, the gain available with a steerable antenna. A complete com-
parison of these body-fixed antenna characteristics with steerable antenna characteristics is
quite complex, and the results depend heavily on the geometry assumed for the encounter.

2.4.7.1 Gain Considerations. Fur many conditions the Ibw gain of the interferometer
antennas is not a problem. Detection of a target is determined by the S/N at the detector.
The noise is the sum of thermal noise within the receiver and external noise from standoff
jammers or other interfering sources. The external noise is likely to be much greater than
the thermal noise. Therefore, for those geometries in which a standoff jammer would be in
the main beam of a dish antenna, the increased gain of the dish antenna would not improve
the S/N as compared with an interferometer. If the reflected signal from a target is suffi-
ciently large to permit acquisition in these environments, the low gain of the interferometer
antennas is not a limiting factor. The case where the target is not in the dish main beam is
discussed in sub-subsection 2.4.7.2.

2.4.7.2 Wide Field-of-View Considerations. The penalty of the wide field-of-view in a
multiple target geometry involving a standoff jammer is offset by the fact that no pointing
of the seeker toward the desired target is required for successful homing.

Consider a case where a target is screened by a standoff jammer, and during the first
part of the homing flight both the steerable seeker and the body-fixed seeker have acquired
in an HOJ mode on the standoff jammer. The missiles are guiding toward the jammer.
Since the jammer has a range much greater than that of the desired target, the signal from
the target increases at a higher rate than the jammer signal. At some point, sufficient signal
to noise may be available to allow burn-through on the desired target for the interferometer
case,

For the high-gain steerable seeker case, the desired target could easily be expected to be
in the antenna side lobes at the range where burn-through should occur. In this case the
missile would never see the target.

The wide field-of-view of the interferometer has been shown to have essentially no del-
eterious effects on target tracking, and in the case of multiple passive targets, the dichoto-
mous tracking characteristic of the interferometer signal processing caused the interferom-
eter to give preference to the strongest target, even when the power difference was only on
the order of I lb. Results of some testing in this area are given in sub-subsection 4.3.7.7.
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2.4.8 Anlenna Shadowing

The location of the interferometer antenna must allow a clear unshadowed look over
the required field )f view to eliminate errors resulting from secondary reflections as dis-
cussed in Ret. 1. When the ratio of the body diameter to wavelength is small, diffraction
around the body may provide adequate steering when the target is in the geometric shadow
of the body.

2.5 APPLICATIONS OF INTERFEROMETER TECH NOLOGY

Development of the radar interferometer as a missile seeker has been a continuing pro-
cess for more than 30 years. It has been deployed operationally for more than 20 years.
Figure 6 shows a number of weapon systems employing interferometer technology.
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J• 3.0 EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF INTERFEROMETFR GUIDANCE

Modern electronic technology entered antiaircraft warfare during World War I1 with
the development and deployment of the VT (variable time) proximity "uze. The proximity
fuze substantially increased the effectiveness of antiaircraft gunfire, but faster and more
maneuverable aircraft and the devastating accuracy of kamikaze glide bombers against
ships led to further refinements - the addition of radar directors and computers to ship-
board gun systems. In spite of these advancements, antiaircraft shells were still fired toward
targets witit all the intercept computaiions based on the premise that the target would not
change its course or speed during the shell's flight time. This kind of defense was all but
useless against highly maneuverable targets. The concept of a guided missile would allowv
the projectile to alter its course as necessary after launch to provide an intercept even if the
target maneuvered.

The U.S. Navy sponsored a program to e\ploit the guided missile concept by develop.
ing a supersonic rarnjet.powered missile with guidance derived from target detection and
tracking by the shipboard radars. Initial studies showed that the missile could be designed
to fly up the radar's transmitted beam and thus intercept a targce being tracked by tie
radar. This type of guidance was called beam riding and was considered accurate enough
for short intercept ranges. Since long 'ntercept ranges were planned, it was concluded that a
homing system on the missile would be required in order to achieve lethal terminal ac-
curacy. The Defense Research Laboratory of the University of Texas (DRL/UT), working
under JHU!APL technical direction, propoced a homing system compatible \kith the ran-
jet engine that had been selected for the long range misslie. Independently, the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology (MIT) was working on the problem of homing guidance of a
missile. Almost simultaneously, the two organizations separately conceived the idea of
body-fixed, widely spaced antennas as a radar interferometer to provide steering signals for
a missile.

The originators of the inter ferometer guidance concept at VRL/UT and MIT were, re-
spectivel,, 0. J. Baltzer and the late L. J. Chu. Baltzer has stated* that Dr. Chu's concept
probably pre-dated his own by a short time. The MIT and the DRL/UT concepts use
similar antenna coi.figurations, but there the similarity ends. It is show n in Sections 3.1 and
3.2 that the MIT and DRL/UT signal processing concepts were quite different.

Table I is a chronoiogical listing of technical reports generated in conjunction with
these early development activities. A number of other reports by DRL,'UT pertaining to in-
strumentation techniques followed shortly after the reports listed in Table I. Reports of
particular interest are included in the bibliography.

3.1 METEOR PROGRAM AT MIT

The following paragraphs describe interferonme.cr guidance work in the METEOR
Program at MIT.

"Telephone com nii ication bh e, con L. I. (1hu anld I. I'. (itlck, Oct 1980.
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Table I

EARLY REPORTS ON INTERFFROMETER GUIDANCE

0. J. Baltzer (DRI./UT), -A Radar Intetferorneter for Homing Purposes,"
JHU/API. CM-260, May 15, 1946.

C. W. Ho.-ton,. "The Scheme for Missile Navigation Suggested by Dr. L. J.
Chu," DRL/UT Internal Memo 38, May 15, 1946.

"METEOR Introductory Report," M 1 T Guided Missile Program, METEOR
Report M l, July 15, 1946.

C. G. Matland and C. C. Loomis (MIT), "A Preliminary Study of the Radar
Homing Head for an AA Miksile Program," METEOR Report M2, August
15, 1946.

L. J. Chu (MIT), "The Seeker Problem of Guided Missiles," METEOR
Report M3, September 15, 1946.

3.1.1 L. J. Chu's interferometer Cuidance Concept

The MIT work on interferometci guidance was based on a concept originated there by
Dr. L. J. Chu. Although no MIT document describing Chu's guidance concept has been
located, it is described and attributed to Chu in a 1946 DRL/UT internal memo written by
C. W. Horton (Ref. 4).

"Ihe following paragraph front Horton's report sho\ws that Chu's concept included a
constant bearing trajectory for the horning missile:

It appears that the most desirable course tor the missile is a& follo\,s: When a target is
detected the missile should mniiediatel\ turn with ,iaximurn turning ralc until the
predicted collision course lies on the axis of the mnissile and then proceed in a straigh:
fine until te coiiiSiLm I, d " "n-plihcd.

Chu proposed that the steering commands be obtained by taking the difference be-
tween two measured quantities:

I. The angular rate of the rnissile-io-target LOS relati',e to the missile centerline
measured by interferometer antennas, and

2. The pitch and yaw motions of the missile about its center of gravit.N measured by
rate-sensing gyroscope.

4. C. \, Horton, "The Scheme fo ' lisik Na,igant,,. esled by Dr. I_. J. Chu,"'I)RL'UT In-
ternal Memo No. 39 (15 Ma\ 194o).
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Figur-es 7 and 8 are diagrams of two different methods proposed by N11T for obtaining
the difference between these quantites. -1 he notation in both figures is:

3= angle between missile longitudinal axis and milssile-to-target line of sight.
w= angular rate of pitch or yaw about missile center of gravity.

The two met hod& of Fig. 7 anct 9 are described more completely by Ref. 5.
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Fig. 8 Pulsed system with transmitter on the ground Woron Ref. 6).

Several of the figures in this chapter are reproduced from old documents, In some
cases the terminology is obsolete, but for the sake of preserving their originality they have
been left intact.

Both Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 include a goniometer, a device normally associated with radio
direction finders. However, this instrument can also be used to shift continuously the phase
of a radio frequency signal by rotating a coil in a field formed by two loops. The goniom-
eter therefore contains a servomechanism where the shaft rotation changes the electrical
phase of a signal.
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3.1.2 MEFTEOR Seekers

Durintg the late 1940's and the early 1950's, MIT built several versions of the METEOR
seeker and evaluated them in a variety of test conditions including tests of captive aircraft.
These were pulse seekers, and are described in Ref. 6.

Reference 6 describes two of the later METEOR seekers, the PS and the P6. Both of
4-thes e used vacuim tubes since solid state devices were not yet available. The-P5 had four

separate channel-, of IF amplification and, consequently, required 98 vacuum tubes, result-
ing in a ve, y large device that used a lot of power. The P6 Seeker, a simplified design, al-
lowed processing of both pitch and yaw channels in a single IF amplifier, thus reducing the
number of vacuum tubes. Details of the PS and P6 Seekers are given in Ref. 4. Figure 9 is a
simplified diagram of the P6.
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allow good separation. The selection of frequencies, of course, required considerable study
to ensure that harmonics of each frequency and harmonics of difference frequencies did not
cause problems in the signal processing.

Both the P5 and P6 would have had a severe problem if they had been subjected to in-
put signals at th, frequency of the IF image (Ref. 7). Input signals at the image frequency
would have reversed the sense of the interferomecter phase .uonparison reculting in a positive
feedback path arourd the guidance loop.

3.2 TALOS MISSILE PROGRAM AT JHU/APL AND DRL/UT

The early concepts of the Talos Missile Program at JHU/APL were based on the as.
sumption that the missile would use beam-rider guidance. It was evident early in the pro.
gram, however, that if the raiige potential of the Talos yamiet engine were to be fully ex-
ploited, some form of homing guidance would be required for the terminal portion of the
flight to achieve acceptable accuracy. A particular problem was to devise a homing concept
that would be compatible with the ramjet diffuser on the front of the Talos missile that
would not allow a conventional gimballed radar antenna for homing guidance.

DRI/UT proposed a homing technique that is compatible with the ramiet diffuser.
The following abstract is front 0. J. Baltzer's memorandum "A Radar Interferometer for
Homing Purposes." (Ref, 8) that describes the DRL/UT proposal:

It is proposed ihai a group of two or more miero ,as altennas, will) the sw7paration
between each antenna limited only by the physical dimensions of the missile body. be
used as a hmini radar interferometer to initially steer and to maintain a guided missile
on a constant bearing collision eour•c. Wilti such a collision 4;oursc, : is not nýece'•ary
to determine tile location of the target with respect to the homing missile, cilier at the
point of the initial detet;tion oi at any subsequent time along the trajectory; instead it is
sufficient to determine only flhc polarity (positive, negatise, or zero) of the apparent
change in true bearing of the target relative io anl observer In the missile. Several
method, of measuring the shift in true bearing arc suggested, and ii is tlelievcd that one
(if these methods may be suitable for us€ with a homing missile.

A block diagram of the system proposed by Baltzer is shown In Fig, Ii.

Following Baltzer's formulation of his homing concept, a number of experiments and
derivative concepts resulted. One of the most significant was that of C. R. Rutherford
(Ref. 9, "Double Modulation Radar Intcrferometer"). The following is the abstract of that
report:

In previous proposals for a radar interfcrometem which used a motor driven phase
shifter, it was neceslsary to have a ,cry constant ,peed molor. With the present pro-
posed interferometer system, frequency changes of "i cycle pet second in the envelope
frequcncy are deteoted for guidance information. This means that the motor speed
must be conscant to better than 1/i cycle per second,

"T, i). Jacot, "No•es on Imrerrometer I'hase Measuritng Systemns," .IHJ/AI't. MED-.SR/2!M (I0
Oct 1969),

S8X 0. J. Baltzer (DRL/'UT), "A Radai interIcrometer for Homing Purposes," JH4U/APL CM-260
(15 May 1946).

9. C. K. Rutherford (0WAIT/Ll), "Double Modulation Radar hmerferoinetr," JHU/AI'L (T-505
(3 Dec 1946).
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Fig. 11 Block diagram of a frequency deviation scheme to detect change In true bearing.

Rutherford's report describes a double modulation system that eliminates any error
cause by variations In motor speed, A local oscillator acts as the frequency reference for the
frequency discriminator by making the frequency ch3nges caused by changes In true bear-
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ing of the target to be manifest as variations from the local oscillator frequency. One modu-
"lator is a mechanical single-sideband modulator that makes a low frequency filter un-
necessary. The frequency discriminator acts as its own filter for the second modulator.

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of Rutherford's proposal. He suggested that the 50-
Hz oscillator be frequency modulated by a signal from a rate gyro to provide body-motion
decoupling. This scheme was the basis for the first homing systems that were built and
flight tested in the Talos Missile Program. The aclivity of DRL/UT in the interferometer
development program continued for many years in conjunction with developments at
JHU/APL. Additional early DRL/IJT reports of interest ate included in the bibliography.

_ ~PhaseI shifter

S~15 rps

30 rls
Rotor winding

Local ~ osilto itdetector 10 Hz iltor
a0solver ~lte

cos 2x 80+

Pulse stretcher

-IN34

crytal 'nced

modulator

W 0Hz fr'qu'ncY

discriminator

DC control
volts"l

Fig. 12 Rutherford's radar interferometer system (from Ref. 9).
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4.0 INTERFEROMETER ANGLE MEASUREMENT

4.1 INTERFEROMETER THEORY

4.1.1 Angle Measurement

Figure 13 is a single-plane illustration of the use of an RF interferometer to measure
the look angle, 0, between a missile centerline and the LOS to a target. Two interferometer I
antennas, Aand B, are separated by a distance d. The interferometer receives RF energy I
emitted or reflected from the target. Since the distance between the missile and the target is
much greater than the separation between the interferometer antennas, it is a very good ap-
proximation to consider the RF wavefronts to be planar, as shown in the figure. The
wavelength of the RF signal is represented by X. I,

lnterferometer angle a

.0k Q

SWavelength Parallel planar
I \wavefronts

Fig. 13 Body-fixed RF Interferometer.
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For the look angle shown in Fig. 13, any given wavefront will arrive at antenna A
before it arrives at antenna B, In particular, when a wavefront arrives at antenna A, it will
still have to travel a distance d sin 0 before it arrives at antenna B.

The output signal of antenna B will, therefore, lag the output signal of antenna A by an
absolute phase angle that is proportional to d sin 3. If the distance d sin 3 were equal to a
full RF wavelength, X, the absolute phase angle would be 27 radians. In general, the phase
angle between the output signal of antenna A and output signal of antenna B is - i -

a 2id sin, (4)
x

If the wavelength were known and the absolute phase angle could be measured, Eq. 4
could be used to determin, the look angle, 0. Unfortunately, there is no simple way to
measure the absolute phase angle.

4.1.2 Angular Ambiguities

Subsection 4. 1.1 has shown thai an interferometer measurement of look angle is based
on measurement of the phase angle between the signals received by two interferometer
antennas. Figure 14a is a plot of the absolute phase angle, 0, as a function of the look angle,

2(a Alu)ate rsd~ee4) Asu

I-

ff ./2 'f• 2

-2, I..

(a) Absolute {

~I/

-II

Mb Measured

Fig. 14 Phase versus look angle.
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L 0, for the particular case of d/X = 0.8. For this case the range of 0 is greater than 2w; it ex-
tends from - 1.6ir to + 1 .61r, a range of 3.2w. However, for any practical phase measure.

* ment scheme the range of measured values will not exceed 21r. Therefore, the relation be-
tween the look angle and the measuied or relative phase angle, denoted by 0,,, is shown in
Fig. 14b. If the actual value of 0 is x/8, the measured value of 0 will be 0.61wr radians.
However, an actual value of 0 t~ual to - 0.34r radians would produce the same measured I -

value-of o. Therefore, an interferometer measurement based on the measured phase angle
cannot determine that the look angle is w/8 or -0.34w radians; it can only determine that
the look angle is one of !hose two values, illustrating the angular ambiguity of in- Uterferometer measurements. In this example, the distance between the ambiguities is 0.91 -K
radians.

The distance between interferometer ambiguities depends on the ratio d/l. This is il-
lustrated by Figs. 15a and 15b, which are plots of look angle versus measured phase angle
for d/X ratios of 1.6 and 3.2. As the d/X ratio increases, there are more values of a cor-
responding to each measured value of the phase angle, and the ambiguities are closer
together.

Measurd phase (raid.ins)

SII -< I t -

I I I
(a) For d/X 1.8

(b) For d/X -3.2

SFig. 15 Measured phase versus look angle.

Although it is disconcerting to realize that the interferometer angle cannot be measured
1 unambiguously, the ambiguity does not significantly affect the use of interferometers for

proportional navigation that does not require a measurement of the angle. Instead. propor-
tional navigation is based on a measurement of the angular rate of the LOS, which can be

.-- measured unambiguously. The angular ambiguity would be significant only for systems re-

I
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quiring a direct measurement of the LOS angle, for example, missiles in which the in-
terferometer measurements are used to point a second seeker at the target for inflight ac- i:
quisition and handover to a second guidance mode, or for systems where the gain variation
of the rate measurement is seriously affected by the terms associated with absolute angle
(cos i ').

4.1.3 Angular-Rite Measurement

Since implementation of proportional navigation requires a measurement of the LOS
rate, an interferometer guidance system must measure the phase rate between the two in-
terferometer signals, rather than the phase angle. The following discussion describes a
phase scanning technique for performing this measurement.

The significance of body-motion rotation is treated in detail in Chapter 5, and will not
be considered here. Temporarily assuming no missile-body rotation reduces the measure-
ment of the LOS rate to a measurement of j, the derivative of the look angle. Figure 16

~x 1

+ X Frequency x5  I
S~discriminator

+ fo: 00

S.I -
Scanning

Fig. 16 Measurement of angle rate.

shows a phase scanning approach for ,his measurement. The signals received by each in-
terferometer are:

X, =AI sin wd
(5)

X, = A, sin(w/ + 0)

where w is the frequency, and 0 is the electrical phase between the two received signals. Two
different amplitudes, A, and A2 , represent any possible difference in the gains of the two
interferometer antennas, but ultimately the scanning measurement of phase rate is very in-
sensitive to the amplitude of the received signals.
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The angle 0 and consequently 0 can change with time, but during a small interval about
any time i. the variation can be linearly approximated as

(t) = O(tr) + O(t) (t- 1) (6)

An expression for 0 can be obtained by differentiating Eq. 4 and solving Eq. 6:
2wd

- Cos ( 7)

so that
2 Td

0(t) O(t,") + (I - t) - cosa . (8)

Equations 7 and 8 can be used to write a new expression for X,.

[s 2d 2,rd 1 (9)
X,(t) = A sin 1(w + X3cos 0)t + 0(1,,) - t,,--• ocosi 9)

A scanning phase shifter advances the phase of X, by 0 according to the following
schedule:

00t) = W't + 0(1,,) ,(10)

where w, is the scan frequency. The output of the phase shifter is

X, = A2 sin + Wi , + 2 ý NCos t + 8(t1) - 2-rd Cos + (1)

If ý cos 0 is assumed to be constant over the small time interval of interest, then X3 can be

written as follows:

X= A.,sin + W, + 2 Cos) t + (i2)

Where (P is a constant.

The next step in the signal processing is to add X, and X 3 to generate X,, which is
simply

X. = A, sinwt + A 2 sin + WS +- tcos0)1 + (j. (13)

Figure 17 is a phasor representation of X 4 . It indicates that X4 is an amplitude modulated
signal at a carrier frequency w. The frequency of the amplitude modulation is the frequency
difference between X, and X3, which is

2 .rd
W,= + -- Ocos0. (14)

In a phase scanning system, X'4 is processed to determine the frequency of the amplitude
modulation and to measure the difference between w,,. and the scan reference, w. This pro-
duces a signal, X3, as follows:

-39-
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IX21 A2

J. + + +(21rd/X) 1J cos ý

Fig. 17 Phasor diagram.

X5 is an unambiguous measure of ý3 in that it is proportional to 3.It does, howeser, ha,.e a
scale factor that is proportional to cos ý3, which may or may not be know11. Thk scale factor
is the cos 03 term introduced in Subsection 2.4.2 and mentioned again ill Subsection 4.!.2.

4.2 ELIMINATION OF COSINE O FACTOR

In Section 4.1 it was shown that angle measurements in) a single plane are contaminated
by a sin ý3 factor, and angle rate meamiremients arec contamjinated by a cos .3 factor.

One possible solution to the cos .3 factor problem was to devise an antenna systemn
where the sin 3 factor was not generated in the angle measurement process. Two possible
configurations to accomplish this (CHU I and Cl-U 11 antennas) were proposed by CThu .
Associates (Littleton, NIA). Reference 10 is the final report coverirýg their work. The cos ~
factor is not a problem when the ratio of missile velocity to norn tal target velocity is large.
and consequently 3 is small. When ;3 becomes large, other factors in addition to the cos d3
become significant if homing with three-dimensional geometry is considered. This problemn
occurs because the LOS rates measured by the interferorneter antennas are not onl the t'~o
orthogonal axes of the missile for large look angles of 3

Reference I I is a critique on the CHU2 I antenna and its problems. Figure 18 from Ref.
I I shows the planes of interferometer measurement. Sectioni 21.2 discussed body decoupfling
of a missile motion from the interferorneter signals in a single plane. it can be seen from

Fig. 18 that missile motion sensors in the body axes of the steering planes will not measure *
rates in the planes of the inter ferometcr measurements. This will be iiscussed more corn-
pletely in Chapter 5.

The rtormal interferometer treats three-dimensional homning as two orthogonal ts.%o-
dimensional cases. The tv~o guidance signals ir. the pitch and -,aw, channels are:

10. -Final Engineering Report: Iniprosed Intieriteorniter Antenna Iiysleni. prepared for
,IHU/APL Subcontivact 7733 by Chu Associates. Littleton. MA, .IHU/APL Accession No.
142788 (30 Oct 19S9).

I11. A. to. Rawling, 0On the Undesirability of tlic CHU I Type I itertronmctef Antenna in Horning,"
il-U APL. Bill-458 (Juli 1958).
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-- (cos a) + Nq, - (cos -y) + Nr. (16)

di dt

The angles a and -y between missile axes and the LOS are shown in Fig. 18. The conventions
for positive sense of rotation of the missile angular i ates in the pitch (q) and yaw (r) chan-
nels is also shown. The factor N, which is ideally equal to cos 3, was found by simulation
for Talos to be approximated adequately by a conslant equal to 0.9.

From Fig. 18 it can be seen that while the rotation of the LOS is measured in two non-
orthogonal planes YOT and ZOT, the missile must steer in orthogonal planes YOX and
ZOX, and the body motion is measured about axes y and z.

Yaw axis

Pitch plane.

Pitch Iax. 6s

ýT Yaw plane

Fig. 18 Interferometer measurement and control axes.

The theoretical deficiencies of a homing system using these equations is discussed in
Ref. 12. The CHU I antenna proposed to measure the projections of the angles a, and -Y, in
the steering planes using the expressions:

d d- -- (ac,) + N q, - - (-r , ) + .Nr .( "7
" ~dt

12. G. C. Munro, "Mathcmantical l)iscussion of a Dc' ice Suggcslcd by .1. W. Follin, Jr., for Impro,,-"- ~ing the Perfl~rmance of the Talos Interferometer Homing Systeim," JHLJ, APL CF-2654 (I Jul
1957).
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The special array antenna eliminated the cosine factor in the normal antenna configuration.
The angles ca. and V, measure the projection of the missile-target LOS into the steering
planes (see Fig. 18). They are related to the angles i, and 0: measured in the wing planes
from the missile longitudinal axis to the projections of the line of sight by

90 , 90 - .(18)

However, a, and -y, indicate the relationship to the true angles af and -I somewhat better
than 0, andi3,.

This was an attempt to convert the three-dimensional horning process into a pair of in-
dependent two-dimensional processes with the measurements and stecrir.g signals "em-
bedded" in the missile wing planes. Results of simulations of thiis homing process are
discussed in Ref. 11. The conclusions of this tet-ort are as follows:

I. The missile equipped with the CHU I type interferoneter homing system suffers
from degraded performance.

2. Conditions under which the antenna was tested might be considered nonconser-
vative, e.g., no radome aberration and no noise present in the simulation. Missile
roll rate was negligible, except for that occurring through aerodynamic coupling in
the case of negative heading errors.

3. There was no apparent need to test CHU I further with target maneu•,er and roll A
rate biases. •

As mentioned previously, the CHU I antenna measured projections of the LOS rates

into the steering planes. The antenna design had uniform lobe widths with a planar null sur-
face. In an attempt to correct the deficiencies shown b. the simulation, a design was pro-
posed with uniform lobe spacing on a conical surface as opposed to the planar surface of
the CHU I antenna. This was known as the CHU II antenna. Reference 10 is the final report
on this work. The abstract of this report is quoted below:

The design objectives under this subcontract %,ere the development and design ot ant
improved iilifoeotneter wca:-ning antenna f'. "-issite navigation. The project con-.
sisted of t~o (?) phases. Phase I was the deelopi.ient of an interferometer antenna

having uniform lobes with planar null surfaces. P.,sse II was the design of an in-
terferometer scanning antenna having uniform lobe .vidths and amplitudes but with ,.
conical null surfaocs. Phase I has been covered in a p evious engineering report. ThisI .
-cport contains formulations of the solutions to the ,ynthesis problem of producing a
conical null surface, uniform lobe, interferometer at tenna patiern using (1) linear ar-
ray designs and (2) modified point source designs iit z;,,,ted reflector and lens systems.
Feasibility of the techniques of modifying the phase pattern of a point source to ac-
tivate the desired antenna pattern is demonstrated. This tepori further contains ex-
p•milental evidence that tie location of the present dielectric rod antenna cannoi be
changed without adverse effect.

Unfortunately the required configuration of the CHU !1 antenna system was not com-
patible with the missile airframe design, and there. re no further studies on its performance
were made.
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3 I4.3 AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION

Although it has been demonstrated through many flight tests that the interferometer
"t can be used to successfully intercept a target when only the LOS rate is used in the steering

* command, there are a( least two situations where the measurement of 0 or cos 0 is desirable.
These are:

U.;
1. Missile-target trajectories where computation of cos 3 is necessary to provide ade-

4 quate body-motion decoupling, and

2. Direct measurement of 0 to point a secondary system such as an infrared or short
range active seeker.

In a single plane the phase rate signal derived from the interferometer has been shown
to be

2 7rd.- Cos3  (19)

where 6 is the electrical phase rate, d is the spacing, X the wavelength, and 0 the angle be-
tween the missile longitudinal axis and the missile-to-target LOS. The interferometer sensi-
tivity is proportional to cos 3. 0 is large, and the deviation of cos 0 from unity is most sig-
nificant for intercept of high speed crossing targets.

If there is no compensation for the cos 0 variation in the interferometer sensitivity,
body-motion decoupling can be degraded as described in Subsection 2.4.2. The cos 0 com-
pensation can be based on techniques that measure cos 0 directly and do not measure 0, or
on measurement of 0 and computation of cos 0.

Reference 13 gives a survey of systems to provide measurements of cos 0 and 0. This
report presents analysis of systems proposed for use in an advanced Talos missile. Although
the concepts presented may have other applications, the particular methods of instrument-
ing these concepts, as described in the referenced report, are limited to the signal processing
proposed for the particular missile.

Figure 19, taken from the referenced report, illustrates the geometric relations for a
three-dimensional analysis of an interferometer system. A pair of interferometer antennas 2
and 4 located along the z axis measure the angle a, and antennas I and 3 along the y axis
measure y. Both the a and y measurements can be ambiguous if the antenna spacing is large
with respect to a wavelength of the received signal,

Some useful relationships from Fig. 19 are: If OA = 1, then

OB sin 0,
OD = OBCos ý = cosa,
OC OB cos (90'-i¢) = cosy , (20)

Cos a = sin 3 cos €, and
cos ' = sin 0 cos (90 -).

13. "Survey of Systems to Provide an Unambiguous Measure of the Angle of the Target Line of
Sight," prepared for JHU/APL by Dunn Engineering Associates, Cambridge, MA (20 Sep
1957).
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Yaw axis

D i

Line-of-sight

Ar
8X

1 ' iI
Pitch axis

Fig. 19 A coordinate system showing the symbols used to define the three-d1mensionmlt
guidance problem.

Some of the techniques used to solve ambiguities or to measure cos 3 address the prob-
lem by solving the ambiguity in the a and -f measurements separately and then computing
or cos #. Other techniques provide cos 3 directly. Subsections 4.3.1 through 4.3.5 describe
several techniques for determining $unambiguously.

4.3.1 Multiple Baselines

4.3.1.1 n-Channel Interferometer Systems. The interferometer system representcd by Fig.
19 processes signals from two antennas along the z axis to measure c1, and processes signals
from two antennas along the y axis to measure jý. When a real target is located in any par-
ticular direction, tle interferometer system's ambiguous measurements of a and • will i
define an ambiguous set of directions, one of which will be the true target direction. Given a
real target along the missile centerline, the unambiguous field-of-view can bc defined as the
angle between the centerline and the nearest ambiguity.

The two-channel interferometer system represented by Fig. 19 has an unambiguous
field-of-view of Vd radians, However. without changing the antenna arrangement, two ad-
ditional channels of interferometer data can be obtained by processing one of the z-axis
antennas with each of the y-axis antennas. Use of this information can extend the unam-
biguous field-of-view to %'-2w/d.
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This example suggcbtu that the unambiguous field-of-view could be extended even fur-
ther if additional antennas were added to provide additional interferometer channels, That
is the subject of Ref. 14. In practice, the unambiguous field-of-view depends on the ac-
curacy of the electrical phase measurements as well as on the geometric arrangement of the
antennas. Reference 14 is a thorough and rigorous analysis of the ambiguity resolution that
can be achieved in the presence of phase measurement errors for arbitrary antenna ar-
rangements in a plane.

4.3.1.2 Three Collinear Antennas. A special case of the multiple baseline antenna system
uses closely spaced elements to provide coarse angle information for the unambiguous
measurement of a and -y and wide-spaced antennas to provide the angular sensitivity
desired for accurate guidance. Figure 20 shows a configuration for this measurement. a is

Td 2

Fig. 20 Wide and narrow spaced antennas, 0 - electrical phase differmce at two
antennas; d, w spacing of antennas for ambiguity resolution; d2 - spacing
of antennas for missile guidance; X- wavelength of signal.

the angle between the LOS and a line joining the two antennas (along the z axis of Fig. 19).
In a single plane case or when the target lies in the x-y plane of Fig. 19, the complement of
the angle a i3 3. When the target is out of the plane, the total solution requires taking into
account three-dimensionial considerations:

From Fig. 20 it is seen that
X= _ Cos2a, (21)

and if
d, I
-"T is , (22)

14. J. E. Hanson, "On Resolving Angle Ambiguities of n-Channcl Inicrferomeicr System, for Ar-
bilrary Antenna Arraigmcmews in a Planc, JHU/APL TG-1224 (Oct 1973),
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then

0 S r cosa, (23)

"thus allowing Eq. 21 to b" solved unambiguously using the principal value of the arc cosine
as follows:

. . .. a _ o ' .- _ ( 2 4 )

The angle 02 is used for creating the steering signal since it makes use of the maximum-
aperture d2, The steering signal is generated from the angular rate obtained from the time
derivative of the angle

= 2'd a sin . (25)

This ambiguity resolution technique provides a measurement of 'Q, and thus sin a, so that
the proper solution to Eq. 25 is available.

It is often not practical to locate two antennas with half wavelength scparation because
of physical limitations and mutual coupling problems. An alternative is shown in Fig. 21.

037

020

V

Fig. 21 Alternative antenna configuration using d2 - d1 for ambiguity resolution.

From this figure, if
2xdl

0, coso , (26)

and O. 2 ird2
"- "--- cosa, (27)
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then
2r

0- 01 = -- (d2 - d)cos a, (28)

If d3 - d, is set equal to X/2, then

-' - s= COSa (29)

and a can be computed again as

10201 (0a -Cos-'2-O (30)

The spacing d, + d2 would be used for guidance, and
d, + d2

03 = 2 w cosa. (31)

A separate measurement with antennas along the y axis of Fig. 19 can provide a
measurement of -y. 3 and 4 of Fig. 19 can be computed from the a and -y measurements to
point a secondary system, or cos 3 can be computed. The latter computation will be shown
to be necessary in body.motion decoupling as discussed in Chapter 5.

4.3.2 Multiple Frequencies

Use of at least two different frequencies can be shown to be equivalent to using multi-
pie baselines of antennas (see Fig. 22). As shown previously

a

d

Fig. 22 Interferomtur diagram.
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2 id0= -cos . (32)

where X is the wavelength of the received signal, and 0 is the electrical phase difference be-
tween the signals in the two antennas and can only be measured from - " to + " radians, If
two frequencies are used- with wavelengths X, and X,, and the change in 0 is measured as a
function of the change in X, then

-XI l\O1 - O::2wdcoscx -l (33a)

If X• is approximately equal to X2. then
2 wd cos a X2 ,

0, - 0-2 d - (33b)

If (Xj - X,)/X1 is set equal to X, /2d, then 6, - 02 w cos a, which is unambiguous over
the range a - 0 to a = ir. Thus the correct value of a can be computed.

4.3.3 Nutating Antennas

An ambiguity resolution technique proposed for use with a Doppler tracking receiver

used a separate small antenna driven in a circular motion in a plane normal to the
longitudinal axis of the missile. Figure 23, takcn from Ref. 13, shows an edge view of the

0'

p

A p

Fig. 23 An edge view of the path of the nutating antenna.

path of the nutatlng antenna. The Doppler signal received by a stationary antenna on the
missile's nose is directly proportional to the missile-to-target closing velocity

fd = V, (4)
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!f
wheref, is the frequency of the Doppler signal, V, the missile-target closing velocity, and X
the wavelength of the received signal.

If the missile'antenna is not stationary but nutated in a circular path in a plane normal
to the missile roll axis as shown in Fig. 23, then the received Doppler signal becomes

fd = [I, + w•RsinIcos(w..I+0)1 . (35)

where w,, is the angular velocity of the nutation, R the radius of nutation, and 0 the angle
between the target projection in the nutation plane and a missile reference. The deviation of
the Doppler signal about its nominal value can be measured with a frequency discriminator
producing a signal proportional to

R sin 0 (cos w,,f + 0) . (36)

The peak amplitude of the sinusoidal signal is a measure of 3. and the phase of the signal
* with respect to a nutation reference signal provides the measurement of the polar angle 0.

This technique relies on the use of the phase rate history of a coherent Doppler signal
to give the desired measurement. If the received output is not time coherent, e.g., a noise
source, the receiver output is only noise, whilh cannot provide pointing information.

4.3.4 Special Antenna Pattern

4.3.4.1 Skewed Antenna Patterns. In a normal configuration of interferometer antennas
the axes of the antennas are parallel. The power differential (as a function of look angle)
between the signals from each antenna is essentially zero, and only the time differential is
used for angle measurement. However, if the antennas are skewed on the missile such that
their beam center is pointed away from the missile centerline by an angle equal to the half
angle of the individual patterns, then a coarse unambiguous angle measurement is possible.
The differential amplitude measurement can be mnade through logarithmic amplifiers to
provide the necessary dynamic range. Figure 24 shows a conceptual diagram of a system us-
ing skewed antennas for ambiguity resolution.

4.3.4.2 Staggered Antenna System. The following discussion of a staggered antenna system
for ambiguity resolution is taken directly from Ref. 13. A sketch of the staggered antenna
configuration is shown in Fig. 25. Antennas 2 and 4 are in the y-z plane, while antennas I
and 3 are located in a plane parallel to the y-z plane but a distance s from it. The projection
of antennas I and 3 upon the y-z plane form, with antennas 2 and 4, the corners of a square
of side d cos 0, where d is the distance between antennas I and 2 or 3 and 4, and 0 is the
angle the line 1-2 makes with its y-z plane projection.

The electrical phase difference between the signals received at antennas I and 2 can be
calculated thus. First, the centerpoint of the antenna pair is translated to the origin and the
antennas projected on the three coordinate axes. Since the translated antenna pair 1-2 is in
the y-x plane, only two projected antenna pairs result. One is along thc y axis and of length
d cos 0, and the other is along the x axis and length of d sin 0.
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(a) The antenna pattern

(b) Tb. resolution Famiut

Fig. 4 Skeed anennas

dcosF In

L pointing
I'ph-

d 7

d~ cotl 0

Fig. 25 Sketch of a staggered antenna configuration.
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In Fig. 26 the LOS of the target and the projected antenna pairs are shown. The elec-
trical phase difference between the vertical pair of projected antennas i '-2' is, according to
well-known interferometer theory, equal to (2ird/X) cos 0 cos a, while that between pair
1 "-2" is (27rd/X) sin 0 cos 6. The differences indicated are the phase at 2' minus the phase
at 1 ', and the phase at 2' minus the phase at I '. If 02, is the electrical phase difference be-
tween antenna I and antenna 2, then

= i 2_d (cos 8 cos a + sin 0 cos 3) . (37)

Y

2"V
i2

I// /l

I--

Fig. 26 Line-of4ight and the projected antenna pairs.
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Examination of antenna pair 4-3 indicates that its projected antenna pairs will differ from I
those of 1-2 only in the respect that the angle 0 should be changed to - 0.

Therefore, if 034 is the difference between the electrical phase received at 3 and that
received at 4, then

2 wd
0 3 - (cos0coso - sin6cos 1) (38)

By a similar analysis for pairs 1-4 and 2-3
2wd

0,4 - (cos0cos-r + sin cos3) , (39)

and
0,1 (cosOcos-y - sin~cos3) . (40)

Examination of Eqs. 37 through 40 shows that
4 ird

, - 031 -- sin6cos(, (41)

4wd
023 + 06 - cos0cos •, (42)

4 7:d
023 - 04, - sin0cost, (43)

and

4rd
0,3 + 014 - cos0cos,. (44)

I.

Thus by taking differences of the phase differences 021, 6 1, 0:., and 0,4 in pairs one
may evaluate cos j3. The sums of the phase differences Eqs. 42 and 44 provide the in-terferometer signal used for guidance.

The preceding analysis, taken from Ref. 13, does not point out that the staggered
antenna system measures cos 0. not 3, and that it can only be used to modify the gain terms
of the interferometer equations. It does not provide a U measurement for pointing a secon-
dary system.

4.3.5 Missile-Motion Techniques for Ambiguity Resolution

4.3.5.1 Roll Dither. Roll dither can be used to resolve ambiguity. Reference 13 provides an
analysis of a method of computing the unambiguous LOS direction to a target with a scan-
ning interferometer on a missile that is dithered in roll.

Figure 19 provides the nomenclature for this discussion. Figure 27 displays a view of
the front of the missile showing the antenna configuration. Antennas I and 3 along the y
axis measure a function of -y, and antennas 2 and 4 along the z axis measure a function of a.
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Pitch axis (y)

Inertial roll
reference

3\1

\I

Fig. 27 lk ar oso g
\ba as of

I\

. \ 2

02 co a or sin axos (46)

Target

* Fig. 27 View looking at front of missile, showing antenna target configuration.

The electrical phase difference between antennas I and 3 yields a measurement of
4.I that is ambiguous every 2wr radians of phase, that is

2,rd 2 ird

0O3 - cosy, or -- sint~sin¢.* (45)

and for antennas 2 and 4C2,rd 2ird

024 -- -- coso• or -- sin/3 cos€ . (46)
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If the missile is rolled through a small angle.ao and phase measurements made again, then
2 wd

0;3 - sin,3sin(# + AO) (47)

and
2 rd

0"' - sin/icos (, + 10) (48)

Taking the difference between Eqs. 45 and 47 gives
2i-d03 - o;a - sin lsin - sin (+, - Ao) I (49)

and the difference between Eqs. 46 and 48 gives
2 ird

O,4 - 0O-- - sin/ [cos, - cos(g, + ao) (50)

This can be written as
2rd

A6, - sin 0 (sing - sin cos,.10 - cos .sinA4). (51)

Since .1o is a small angle
2 7rd 2 ird

A13 - - sin coss = - sin A0cosa, (52)

and similarly
2 wd

%0,, 2 - sin (cos - cos 4cos .1, + sin sin Ao). (53)

Again assuming A.1 to be small
2ird 2wd

A0 sin/ sin ,sin A0 sin AO cos " (54)

If the absolute value of sin 1A is less than X/2d, then the absolute values of A0:, and A0, 4
are less than 7r. Therefore they can be measured unambiguously for cos ca and cos y.

In a practical use of roll dither to solve ambiguities, several points must be considered:

I. If the roll dither is continued throughout the homing phase, the frequency of the
dither must be sufficiently high to allow a filter to separate the dither from the
guidance signal.

2. If the dither is used only for initial angle acquisition, some form of signal is re-
quired to indicate that angle acquisition is complete.

3. The frequency selected for roll dither must be well removed from the natural pitch
and yaw weathercock frequencies.

4. If the measurements of A613 and A24 are continuous as a function of roll position,
and the instrumentation of the measurements can follow phase changes of greater
than 2w radians, then there is no restriction on the amplitude of the roll motion .10.

5. Increasing the amplitude of the roll dither will improve the S/N of the anglc
measurement.
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4.3.5.2 Rollinit Interferometer. Rolling interferometers measure 03 and directly. Refer-
ring to Figure 27, assume a pair of antennas 2 and 4 located on the z axis. As shown earlier,
the phase difference between these antennas is given by

2rd 2rd
6. -Xos sini cos (5

If the missile is rolled 27r radians about the x axis or Fig. 19, and 0.,, is measured con-
tinuously including changes of more than 21r radians, then cos ý varies from + I to - I with
two positions of cos 0 (7r/2 and 31r/2). Thc peak-to-peAk deviation of 02, is (4,rdlx) sin
13and

sin' (peak-to-peak deviation of 0,4)] (56)

which is unambiguous; i~can be determined by the roll position where 6,, 0.

A method of instrumenting thi, .echnique is shown in Fig. 28. The signals at points I
and 2 are the signals directly from the interferometer antennas or by way of a c')nversion
and intermediate amplifier. The phase changes are transferred to a low frequency carrier

t ~(w 0) without loss of phase sensitivity. The carrier signal wo at point 8 has a sinusoidal peak-
to-peak phase deviation of (4rtd/X,) sin ý radians. Since this deviation is sinusoidal, the
phase rate is given by point 9, and an unambiguous measurement of 0 is given by point 10
as the peak-to-peak amplitude of a signal at the frequency w, (roll rate). A more complete
description of this process is given in Refs. IS and 16. 4

8. dicognto wg!ý

8. sn tlsd/))sin~ co ~ ~lj immure$t
7. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hs -rate)t~/~si o (~ 't i ~

9. sin~ ' 0 n iq)+:
2si wf- (2,.wt~ d/X),sinr 7 0 o . t t +.ýR

-3. (Cos[ t - (2irdIX O in f 0 Cos ((WRt+ )

10 si (2 sdI 1)jt n p C os ( wlqt + W' 4K

Ssi ii/snposIFig 28 Rowlln ineos rme wina 7rcsig

16 S stem," United Stales Pa tent No 3,979( Au 197$)I

1.J.:F Gulick, J.SMilr. and A. E. Hans e, " Bneiroadba Rllnd Mnfeoiesier aody Dretiong Guindange

Missile Guidance System," United States Patent No. 4,204,655 (27 May 1980).
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A significant advantage of this technique is the use of the full antenna separation for
ambiguity resolution as well as steering. This provides a continuous measure of the LOS
with the best available S/N, and it will be shown later that body decoupling techniques are
available to provide an inertial measurement of the LOS rate as required for R proportional
navigation guidance law.

4.3.6 Broadband-Implications

4.3.6.1 Path Length Matching for Broadband Applications. In some applications where an
interferometer is used, it is necessary tc maintain good angle track on signals that cover a
reasonably wide RF spectrum. The -a.gle measurement equations shown in the previous
paragraphs show a fundamental re~ationship between the phase measurement and the wave-
length X of the signal. An errok in the known value of X gives an error in the angle measure-
ment. There is, in addition to this fundamental relationship, another source of error that is
sometimes neglected since most of the interferometer applications ultimately depend on
phase rate as opposed to absolute phase difference. This additional error source is created
by unequal path lengths from the two interferometer antennas to the phase measuring
receiver.

Figure 29 shows an interferometer with unequal cable lengths from the antennas to the
receiver. The path length difference between antennas 2 and I is dcos -Y, and the electrical
difference is (2rd/X) cos -y radians. Obviously this can be greater than 2-K radians for large
values of d/X. When -" approaches 7r/2, then the term (2ird/I) cos -r approaches zero, and ,
the sensitivity to changes in X approaches zero. Unfortunately, the phase difference

Ix
Phase

measuring
receiver

Fig. 29 An interferometer with unequal line lengths.S~-56-
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measurement is not made at the antennas but is made at the end of cables of some length. If
the cable from I to 3 is length x and the cable from 2 to 4 is length x + f, then the phase dif-
ference between 4 and 3 is given by

2vrd 2 r
6= - cos-y - - (x + C- x)

K (57)
- -=,COS 'y + --- radians .. ..-

In a particular missile application where this path length difference was ignored, the
physical layout resulted in a cable length difference of 12 wavelengths. A receiver with an

* instantaneous bandwidth of 176 operating on a broadband signal had phase noise that was
intolerably large until the line lengths were adjusted.

4.3.6.2 Microwave Trombone. One application of interferometer guidance used frequency
agility over a 1007 RF bandwidth and required a look angle up to 60° off the roll axis of the
missile. Since the phase measurement is actually a time difference measurement contarnin-
ated by changes in microwave frequency, a development shown in Fig. 30 was attempted
that was inherently immune to frequency changes. This development used an adjustable
length microwave trombone to internally match the external time difference between the
signals at the two antennas. The adjustable line must be set to within one-half wavelength of
the proper position by the coarse unambiguous cos 0 measurement - then the interferom-
eter phase measuiement can maintain a fine track. From Fig. 30 it can easily be seen that
the total range of travel of the adjustable line must be equal to 2d times the absolute valueI of Cos Yma,

T Phas measuring}

ott Coarse pointinmeg

II
Moo Dr-ive-

I I
II I $orvo-driven trombone line stretcher

Fig. 30 Interferometer with mocnanical line stretcher.
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It is also readily apparent that if the line stretcher is adjusted to have zero phase dif-
ference at the receiver for any microwave frequency, it is also zero for all frequencies and is
therefore frequency independent. It will be shown later that body-motion decoupling can
occur via the lire stretcher. Although the concept of a mechanically adjusted line was
sound, the pra, '-1 imnlementation was extremely difficult. The most severe problems
were:

1. The VS'.; . sed by impedance mismatch varied with both frequency and posi-
tion. The _..S....ng VSWR created a changing phase shift-and angle error.

2. The mechanically sliding contacts created noise in the system.

3. The servo time delay was a critical factor when the body motion decoupling was in-
serted via the line stretcher.

4.3.6.3 Digital Line Stretcher (UHF). An application of interferometer guidance using
radio frequencies in the 100 to 200 MHz band employed a variable line length produced by
using diodes to switch in or out various line lengths. The changes in line lengths were binary
ratios to provide a simple method of control. Figure 31 shows a conceptual diagram of this [
system. The diode switches were driven by signals from a body-mounted gyro to provide
data stabilization or body decoupling. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

S~Fixzed delay - 1,12 max /V

v• lable delay

Antiminas To signal Proceing

I I[

I I
1 II

I I

I - It

1i 1,
Digital switc~h ccontrol

procsing

Fig. 31 Interferometer with digital line utrutcher.
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4.3.6.4 Microwave Digital Line Stretcher. A missile using continuous roll to eliminate
angular ambiguities (as discussed in sub-subsection 4.3.5.2) also uses a digitally controlled
microwave line stretcher. Figure 32 from Ref. 16 shows a diagram of an interferometer
seeker using these techniques.

Fi.eI microwave
Fixed multiplier\Sa length c . 114

T P'• \line -, Tf

900 lead I

""o 3mi 17

b Variable * 1S' length I
!• "" 1 ~line ="f :tTv iI

1 I

+ •integrator+ !. ÷ 21
20 22

t rp e Steering
apparatus]

Fig. 32 Rolling interferometer using digital line stretcher.

A digital line stretcher for this application is currently in devclopment. The upper fre-
quency limit of the experimental unit is above 15 GHz while the lower frequency limit is
probably below 2 GHz although no attempt was made to determine the lower limit. A
schematic of the experimental line stretcher is shown in Fig. 33 and a typical set of test data
is shown in Fig. 34, taken from Ref. 17. Detailed measurements on the experimental unit
are also given in that reference.

4.3.7 Phase Measurement

Interferometer guidance depends on the measurement of the phase difference of
signals entering two widely spaced antennas. As mentioned previously, the relative position
or rate of the target with respect to the airframe is measured by the interferometer receiving
system. The airframe motion with respect to inertial space is subtracted from the in-

a.4 17. D. K. Larson. "Performance of the Microwave Associates MPM-258 Line Stretcher,"
JHUiAPL FIB79U.137 (26 Nov 1979).
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450 SP41 SP2I

PIN dIOde PIN dkIod I

IIw
Fig. 33 3chematic diagram of 7-bit line stretcher (from Ref. 14).

630-

540-

46 -.

270---

.... 16. ac ...64..12 128
sit numbqe

Fig. 34 Phase shift versus bit number (f rom- Ref. 14).
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terferometer signal to provide the missile-to.target LOS rate in inertial space. Small trrors
in the measurement of relative position or rate of the target with respect to the missile body
resalt in large errors in the measurement of the LOS rate.

1 There are two primary sources of errors that affect the interferormeter process. These
are:

1. Multipath reflections from other portions of the missile-airframe that distort the
wave front as it reaches the antennas; and

- 2. Signal processing that produces an output proportional to the electrical phase dif-
ference between two microwave inputs at the antenna.

A detailed discussion of both of these errors is given in Ref. I. This reference discusses the
allowable error due to both causes as a function of the antenna separation, measured in
wavelengt'is of the signal.

4.3.7.1 Multlpath Errors. A simple example taken from Ref. I shows how a multipath
signal leads to boresight error and error-slope values that change with target aspect angle 1.
The peak boresight error slopes are determined by the relative level of the multipath signal
(p), but the angle rate at which the error slope varies and its effect on the guidance loop are
determined by the interferometer separation in wavelengths.

To illustrate this dependence, consider an interferomcter with a scatterer, such as a
nosecone tip, located between the two antennas as shown in Fig. 35a. Assume that the scat-
tered signal received at each antenna is the same and does not vary with 3. While this is an
over-simplified assumption, it still allows a valid comparison to be made of the results of
different dlX spacings.

In the phase diagram of Fig. 35b, one antenna is advanced in phase, and one is re-
tarded by the maximum amount. This may happen very easily as the muitipath geometry
changes. According to the diagrams, the maximum interferometer phase error is

c = 2¢ = 2sin-'p . (58)

- - This phase error may be used to show the resulting boresight as a function of multipath
level; that is,
" ~sin-'p

boresight error = (59)
7r(d/X) cos•-

The error is in spatial degrees and may swing plus or minus by this amount as the multipath
geometry changes. Boresight errors, calculated with Eq. 59 are plotted in Fig. 36 for various
multipath levels. These errors are at/j = 0', and the off-boresight errors will increase. The
errors may aleo be calculated as a function of dl X and 3 for a fixed value of p using Eq. 59.

The boresight errors and boresight error slopes for an interferometer with dlX = 4
and a multipath level of - 30 dB are plotted in Fig. 37. Both the errors and their periods in-
crease with 1. Boresight error slopes are plotted in Fig. 38 for dl) equal to I, 2, 4, and 8.
The peak slopes remain the same (0,036 when p = -30 dB), while the period decreases
"with increasing dl)X.
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Fig. 37 Interferometer boresight error and error slope caused by multipath from the nose-cone tip.
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Fig. 38 Interferometer boresight error slope caused by multipath from the nose-cone tip.

4.3.7.2 Polarization Errors. In a missile where the incident polarization is controlled by the
missile user, such as active or semiactive receivers, the polarization of the receiving anten-
nas can be matched to that of the incident radiation. There are, however, some situations
such as passive mode homing where the missile user neither knows nor controls the polari-
zation to be received. Furthermore, the polarization may be changing slowly or rapidly.
Reference 18 provides an analysis of the effects of mismatched polarization on an in-
terferometer system. This analysis assumes that the only radiation received by the antennas
comes directly from the target. When conditions approaching cross polarization exist for
the direct signal, the multipath signal from a reflection on the missile airframe (as discussed
in the previous section) may be more significant.

One conclusion from Ref. 18 is as follows:

When the incident polarization is predominantly linear, but with an unknown tilt
angle, a circular polarized receiving antenna is preferable, and if the incident polariza-
tion is predominantly circular but with unknown sense, a linear receiving antenna is
preferable.

Another conclusion that may be drawn is that in the absence of any hard intelligence infor-
mation on a radar target it is probably best to use circularly polarized receiving antennas for
an ARM since most radars transmit linear polarization.

In some applications it may be necessary or desirable to operate interferometer anten-
nas behind a radome. Reference 19 discusses the effects of this type of operation. The par-
ticular configuration that prompted this analysis was a gimballed interferometer behind a
nonsymmetrical aircraft radome.

18. C. R. Marlow, "lnlerferometer Phase Errors Caused by Receiver Antenna Polarization Mis-
matches - For Plane Wa,,ts of All Polarizauion Types," JHU/APL MED-SF/220 (10 Sep
1968).

19. R. C. Mallalieu, "The Effect of Incident Polarization on an Interferometer Antenna Behind a
Radome," JHU/APL MED-SR/160 (20 May 1969).
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4.3.7.3 Phase Measurement Errors. In Ref. I a discussion of phase measurement shows
some of the sources of error. It has been shown that the electrical phase difference between
the signals at the two antennas is given by

2 wde d sini3 (60)

Differentiation with respect to 3 gives the phase slope or "interferometer gain"

dO 2wd
7= -)jI- Cos 13. (61)

i. If t represents the interferometer phase error measurement in radians, ther the angle error
in the interferometer system is given by:

360

angle error -2d space degree (62)

R. -i cos

and

[ error slope = - degrees/degree. (63)

The methods used to measure phase difference require the use of I (in phase) and Q
I (quadrature) phase comparators as well as a method of reconstructing the angle from these

comparator outputs. Figure 39 shows the signals available at the output of the I and Q com-
"parators. The phase angle of interest (0) is obtained by circuits that solve the equation1~ i __i.

6 = tan-' V, sin O (64)
V2 cos 0

The assumption is, of course, that the 90° lag is precisely 90° and that V, = V,. In prac-
tical circuits neither the angle nor the amplitudes are precise, and a cyclical error is pro-
duced that is a function of 6. If we assume that the amplitudes are related as V, / V2 I +5, and the 90" phase lag can be expressed as 90 + a degrees, then an expression can be de-
rived to provide the measurement error as a fuction of 0:

((radians) , sin 20 + oi cos20. (65)

For values of 5 less than 0.2 and values of c less than 0.2 radians, Eq. 65 will approx-
imate the error in phase measurement. The effect of this phase measurement error on bore-
sight error and boresight error slope was computed using values that are characteristic of an
excellent measurement system, i.e., 6 = 0.06 (0.5 dB), a = 0.088 radians (5"), and d/X

I- ratios of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. These errors are typical of the capability of good laboratory
test equipment such as the Hewlett-Packard Microwave Network Analyzer. The representa-
tive boresight error curves in Fig. 40 show that for a given phase error the boresight errors
vary with d/X (antenna separation in wavelengths). Reference I discusses these effects in
greater detail; however, it has been shown that greater error magnitudes can be tolerated if
the period with respect to aspect angle is small.
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Fig. 40 Boresight error versus look angle for various values of dIX.

Figure 39 shows a simplified diagram of interferometer signal processing. As shown in
that figure, the signals from each antenna may be amplified separately prior to the phase
comparison. Obviously any differential change in phase between the two amplifiers as a
function of amplitude, or Doppler frequency in continuous wave (CW) systems, creates an
apparent target motion. With proper attention to the phase shift vs. amplitude or automatic
gain control (AGC) level, it is possible to provide adequate performance. In some applica-
tions in an ARM mode of operations, commutating techniques have been employed that in-
terchanged the channels on a pulse-to-pulse period. This effectively eliminates errors due to
amplifier differences.
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4.3.7.4 Early Scanning Inferferometer System (pre-1955). Figure 12 shows the block
diagram of a scanning system. in an effort Ic avoid some of the problems associated with
the I and Q phase measuring process and the differential phase shift between amplifiers, the
early interferometer systems used a continuously scanning phase shifter in one antenna line.IThis was actually a form of multiplexing the two antenna signals into a single amplifier.
The multiplexing eliminates errors due to differential phase shift that would occur in
separate amplifiers The particular technique used by DRL had a significant advantage that

-may not have been recognized by the originators. During comntermeasutes tests against a
broad-band noise source, it was discovered that scanning phase shifters located in the
antenna or local oscillator lines (Figs. 41a and 41 b) will provide the same steering sense for

-,"..Ca,., S

LLocal

ooscillator

IF amplifier IF amplifier IF amplifier
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 41 Phase shifter locations for scanning interferometers.

input RF signals above or below the local oscillator at the IF frequency difference, but the
configuration of Fig. 41c has reversed steering sense for signals above or below the local
oscillator frequency. A complete analysis of this pehenomena is given in Ref. 7. A bricf
description of each configuration is as follows: In all three configurations assume that the
scanning phase shifter adds phase continuously. Therefore, the frequency at the output of

I. the phase shifter is the input frequency plus the scan frequency and a target moves from left
to right such that the frequency seen by antenna 2 is incrementally higher than the frequen-
cy seen by antenna 1. It is necessary that the resulting scan frequency detected by the ampli-
tude modulation of the signal in the IF amplifier be independent of the relationship between
the input signal and the local oscillator, i.e., above or below the local oscillator by an
amount equal to the IF amplifier center frequency.

In Fig. 41a, if we assume w, - 200 Hz, a target rate such that Wa,, = 10 Hz above
(,anh, P = 10 GHz, and Wn, = 10.060 GHz; then the signal in the IF from antenna I is
10.06 GHz + 200 Hz - 10 GHz = 60.0002 MHz. The signal from antenna 2 is 10.06
GHz + 10 Hz - 10 GHz = 60.000010 MHz. The amplitude modulation detected at the
output is 60.0002 MHz - 60.000010 MHz = 190 Hz.
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Again using Fig. 41a, assume the same _,, target rate, and w,,, but with w,,, 9.94
GHz; then the signal in the IF for antenna I is 9.94 GHz + 200 Hz - 10 GHz =
59.999800 MHz and for antenna 2 is 9.94 GHz + 10 Hz - 10 GHz z= 59.999990 MHz.
The amplitude modulation difference frequency is 190 Hz - the same as in the first exam-
pie. If we use Fig. 41b, a numerical example will yield the same results ah those obtained
with Fig. 41a.

Using Fig. 41c, if we assume cow, = 10.06 GHz, witn =- 10.06 GHz + 10 Hz, and
,Lo = 10 GHz; then the signals in the IF are: for antenna 1, 10.06 GHz - 10.0 GHz +
200 Hz = 60.000200 MHz, and for antenna 2, 10.06 GHz - 10 GHz + 10 Hz =

60.000010 MHz. The amplitude modulation detected at the output is 60.000200-
60.000010 = 190 Hz. Again assuming the above conditions but with w,,J = 9.94 GHz and
W,,i, = 9.94 GHz + 10 Hz, then the signals in the IF are for antenna 1, 19.94 GHz -- 10.0
GHzl + 200 Hz = 60.000200 MHz, and for antenna 2, 19.94 GHz + 10 Hz - 10
GHzl =t 59.999990 MHz. The amplitude modulation detected at the output is now 210 Hz.
It can be seen that a discriminator centered at 200 Hz (scan frequency) would provide op-
posite polarity voltage for the same target motion as a function of RF signal frequency
above or below the local oscillator. This would result in re'ersed interferometer sense.

One problem that occurs with a system that multiplexes two signals into a single ampli-
fier is the susceptibility to interference at the frequency of multiplex or scan. If the scan de-
tection process derives information from the amplitude modulation at frequencies near the
scan frequency, the error signals can be contaminated. The problem! with the result are
similar to those associated with a conical scan receiver, though not quite as acute. rhe inter-
ferometer scanning process produces essentially 100% modulation regardless of the errot
magnitude, whereas the conical scan receiver has zero modulation on boresight. Therefore,
a given level of modulation will perturb the conical scan receiver more than the scanning in-
terferometer.

Tests were performed at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory at Corona, California with
missile hardware in closed-loop simul.'tions to study these effects. Special IF amplifiers
were developed in an attempt to reduce some of the effects by successive limiting, but im-
provements were so slight that they were abandoned.

Electronic scanning circuits were developed that allowed a high fiequency scan. The
signals from each antenna were filtered separately by a pass band less than the scan fre-
quency before combining. Amplitude modulations of the RF signals in the frequency band
of the scan were then filtered out and had no adverse effect.

The early scan system used by the Talus missile is shown in Fig. 42. It uses Ruther-
ford's double modulation (Ref. 9). The scan frequency used was 44 Hz and the nominal
center frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator was 54 Hz. The rate gyro used a DC
pickoff with a tailored output characteristic to provide a linear transfer of frequency shift
vs body angular rate. The actual circuit used was a multivibrator type of oscillator where
the period between pulses was directly proportional to the voltage applied. Therefore, the
transfer of the gyro output vs rate input was an inverse function. The antenna spacing and
frequency of this system provided an interferometer gain (27rd/ X) of approximately 90. An
LOS rate of I */s was considered adequate resolution (at that time) and translated to a fre-
quency shift of 0.25 Hz to be measured by the discriminator. This was considered a difficult
but not insurmountable job when the center frequency of the discriminator was 54 Hz.
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* Fig. 42 Early Talos interferometer (1950).

Unfortunately, tests on aircraft targets showed a rather sizeable signal modulation in
the scan frequency band because of propeller modulation. This required a shift of the scan
frequency to the maximum value consistent with the pulse repetition rate, in this case ap-
proximately 300 Hz.

Figure 43 shows the first attempt at a seeker designed for the higher scan. It was felt
that a motor with a constant speed could be used, eliminating the scan cancellation circuits.
The voltage-controlled oscillator was driven by a gyro with an AC pickoff. The gyro
pickoff excitation was a portion of the oscillator output shifted in phase 90°. The pickoff
output then was applied to the oscillator input as a quadrature signal, thus causing a fre-

- quency deviation proportional to the amplitude of the gyro output and essentially propor-
tional to the missile-body rate. Several factors combined to make this impractical, The
higher scan frequency caused the discriminator to be more critical. At the same time, the
wavelength of the microwave signal was increased from 0. 1 ft to 0.166 ft, reducing the in-I. terferometer gain from 90 to 54.

Various systems were employed to attempt to reduce the bias caused by errors among
the frequency of the scan generator, the voltage controlled oscillator and the discriminator
center, but it became so complicated that this block diagram was abandoned.
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Fig. 43 Modified Talos receiver (1953).

Subsequently, a second scan cancellation system using a mechanical single sideband
modulator as suggeste., by Rutherford (Ref. 9) was built with the frequencies in the area of
250 Hz and 1300 Hz for the voltage-controlled oscillator driven by the body-rate gyro. This
seeker was used as the production version of Talos in the late 1950's and was aboard the
early Talos ships. The continued problems with bias, transients, gyro linearity, and ability
to .et the gain of the body decoupling portion of the seeker were the driving force to
develop a new design that was to become the operational system for two decades. This is
des,.ribed in detail in sub-subsection 4.3.7.5.

4.3.7.5 Post-19S5 Scanning Interferometer. The pre-1955 scanning systems used the elec-
trical phase rate of the scan signal as a measure of relative target rate. It used an oscillator.
frequency-modulated by a gyro measuring missile body rate, to provide a signal with a
phase rate proportional to missile motion. The frequency of the difference between these
signals was used as a measure of LOS rate.

In 1954 a device known as STAPFUS (Stable Platform Phase Follow Up System) was
developed (Ref. 20). This device employed electromechanical devices to combine the phase
of the scan signal with the phase of a phase-modulated scan reference signal. Figure 44
shows a diagram of STAPFUS as it was used in production. A brief description of its
operation follows.

20. J. F. Gulick, T. D. Jacut, H. H. Knapp, and H. H. Nail, "An Electromechanical Comparator
for Use with the Scanning Interferometer Homing System," JHU/APL CF-2303 (3 Nov 1954).
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* Potentiometer and network provide am.

0Fig.4 Scanning interfSromdter using STAPFUS.

A scan motor M drives the microwave shifter and a 20 reference generator at Ws.. A
synchro resolver with 24, excitation provides a phase shift of its output signal directly pro-

portional to the shaft position. A free gyro driving the resolver shaft through the proper

gear ratio adds or subtracts the proper phase from the reference. The position of the phase-

following servo-output shaft is a measure of the phase difference between the in-es

terferometer scan signal and the phase-shifted reference. A potentiometcr on thc output gi

shaft and a derivative network provides a voltage proportional to the phase rate of the dif-

1. ference. Initial conditions and biases are eliminated by differentiation. The gyro portion ofthis system will be described in detail in Chapter & of this report,

As seen in Fig. 44. the interferometer and the gyro channels have some independent
signal processing prior to the subtraction process. This is more apparent in the

mathematical block diagram of Fig. 45, where it can be determined that

[0 G +(/~ ~(GG_ -_G 1) ] G1 /Go(66)

s and if Ga, 0G, there is no coupling of body motion ( a) into the measured LOS rate. The

terms GI and bi aers are ermsuare transfer functions that include phase and

gain. if they are not equal, it can also be seen from Eq. 66 that the sign of the body motionmahmaia blc-igamo i.4 , whr tcnbKeemndta
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Fig. 45 Now body decoupling errors contaminate guidance signals.

coupling changes as a function of the sign of their differences. If these transfer functions
are sufficiently mismatched, the guidance loop will become unstable.

It has been shown previously that the phase gain 0 of the interferometer is:
2- (Cos 00rd (67)

where d/X is the antenna separation measured in wavelengths of the frequency, and/3 is the i

LOS measured from the missile centerline. In a particular missile where the control surfaces
were nearly at the missile center of gravity, it was determined by simulation that a gain ratio
of Go/Gi + 0.925 was a good compromise over the range of cos 3 encountered in most
situations. It was also determined that a delay mismatch of up to approximately 0.007 sec- I
ond in the gyro channel was acceptable, but an excess delay in the interferometer channel
was unacceptable. Other airframe configurations that used more or less body angle of at-
tack for lift would have different requirements. This delay restriction put some limitations
on the allowable filter bandwidth in the interferometer channel and some instrumentation
limitations on the method used for providing the gyro subtraction. One of the first studies
in this area is discussed in Ref. 21.

Section 4.5.3 discussed the phase measurement errors caused by inmperfections in the !,
Q process. The scanning interferometer has prccise.y the same problems. The scan phase
shifter can be considered a single-sideband modulator where the frequency of the

21, D. Young and E. A. Ripperger (DRL/UT), "Effect of Time Lags and Aerodynamic parameters
on the Stability of the DRL Homing System." JHU/A11L CM-495 (12 Aug 1948).
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microwave input signal is shifted above or below the input carrier by an amount equal to
the phase rate of the phase shifter. This process requires a 90" equal amplitude split in the
microwave signal. If there are errors in the 90' phase shift or amplitude ratio, the same er-

rors occur as were described in sub-subsection 4 3.7.3. An analysis of the errors caused by
nonlinearities in the phase shifter is given in Ref. 22.

.4.3.7.6 Signal Procssing with Nonscanning Interferometers. The scanning interferometers
described in sub-subsection 4.3.7.5 had two major-limitations, one associated with pulse
radars and the other associated with countermeasures vulnerability. One application of in-
terferometer guidance used a pulse radar signal where the pulse repetition rate was essen-
tially the same as the scan rate of the system described in sub-subsection 4.3.7.5. A
modification of that system that operates without scanning is shown in Fig. 46. The errors
caused by differcntial phase delay in the two receiver channels were minimized by a transfer
switch that interchanged the channels on a pulse-by-pulse basis. An I, Q phase comparator

* and a holding circuit provided a DC voltage that was proportional to the cosine and sine of
the interferometer angle, and that was then converted to a 400 Hz amplitude modulated car-
rier by a balanced modulator. These two signals when applied to a synchro resolver allowed
the interferometer angle to be shifted by a gyro connected to the resolver shaft. The same
servo described in sub-subsection 4.3.7.5, with slight circuit modifications, was used to
measure the difference angle.

Torqued Torque signal
gyro

Gear
ratio

I Dernod DC amp

Non-scan
receiver Mod

La

S400 Hz

Fig. 46 Nonscanning interferometer using STAPFUS.I

1 22. C. E. Akerman, "Analysis of the Undesircd Beta Signals (Squiggles) in the CWI Homing
System," JHU/APL CF-2661 (22 Jul 1957),
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A different form of receiver without the effects of scan was developed for use with the
CW system as a result of countermeasures vulnerability tests. A technique used the
simplifications associated with scanning seekers and the countermeasures immunity of
nonscanning systems. This was known as hidden scan because the point in the system where
the scan frequency was apparent vwas "hidden" behind narrow-band filters. A block
diagram of a hidden scan system is shown in Fig. 47. It can be seen from the figure that
modulations at the scan frequency W, on the input signal ,w, are filtered by the narrow-band
filter following the first mixer. The filter remains centered on the desired signal by a Dop-
pier tracking loop associated with a reference receiver.

Body
__0__ ____._ I

Fuilieo

SLI

CF -jL *'0 _-'
"WTT • Bw<Ws I

Fig.e47rHiddr scan "nker

2... utpeTre efomne h utpetre peroranrernce of an in-

T s g us s ee We ohasexperiment
aR pro arceiver disareeeTo b

twenr of ef4 Tea disaeemen o

Fitra.o io
C J-t

and nalyis.Refeenc 23 rovdes n a.alyis tat olve soe prviosa diarefemen t e-

showed that it was impossible to track one ot two closely-spaced Gaussian noise sources,
and the experiments showed that one of the two sources could clearly be tracked if there was
a small difference in power level. This was demonstrated both in laboratory tests and I
missile flight tests. The reason for the disagreement lies in the analysis assumptions of "two
closely-spaced targets." The analysis was based on linear theory and did not consider thetrigonometric nonlinearities associated with a steering system using phase comparison

23. W. P. Bishop, L. B. Childress. J. S. Flori47 J. E. Hanson, and H. H Nail, "Agreement Bek-
ween Theory aild Recent Muliple aammer Tracking Experimgetef. rimh the CWI System,"
JHU/APL BBD-794 (15 Apr 1960).

24. J. E. Hanson, "On the Impossibility of Passive Angular Discrimination of Two Closely Spaced
Gaussian Noise Barrage fammers," JHUiAPL BBD-764 (3 Feb 1960).
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3 techniques. The linear theory is applicable for target spacing where the electrical phase dif-
ference between the two targets is less than 90". When the phase difference is 90 to 1800,
there is much more suppression of the weak target by the strong target than would be
predicted by linear theory. In fact, for a separation equivalent to a 180I phase difference,
the weaker target is completely suppressed both mathematically and experimentally.

r Figures 48 and 49 show experimental-flight test configurations. The test represented in
Fig. 48 involvcd an aircraft carrying an operational noise jammer and four targets located -i

on the ground. The missile was not equipped with a warhead. After a close miss on the air
target the missile guided toward the array of ground targets. The center of the ground target
array was located 3 km off the original flight line, requiring some maneuvering. The missile

Z, selected a single target in the terminal phase and guided toward it. Figure 49 shows a two-
target case with close spacing. The impact point was adjacent to one of the targets which
"clearly would have been destroyed with a warhead.

Another scenario that was considered and examined was the case where it was possible
to "burn through" jamming and see semiactive return from one target. If a second jam.
ming target is within the field of vier of the missile antenna, the guidance errors are cor-
"rupted. Reference 25 discusses a method used to reduce or eliminate guidance signal con-
tamination caused by an off-target noise source. The technique makes use of the coherent

0 5 10 i

S-

I' .

0 i5i1
PlPrimary target Secondary target (s)

P4Y with noise lammewr (erp > secondary tigul 4 noise Jammers (all equal arps)
Range - 90 km 1.3 km (4000 ft) aeparationi (diamond formation)

Result - succes (no. 1 jammer)

Fig. 48 Multiple jammer test.I.

25. i. E, Hanson "A Note on the Non-Simultaneous Gating of Front End Pulses in the Typhon LR
Interferornmeer System," JHU/APL BBD-1036 (Aug 1961).
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characteristics of a semniactive pulse Doppler target return signal while a noise signal is in-
coherent. The antenna pairs of the interfcromctcr were sampled nonsimuhlaneously. A
coherent target signal can provide angle information in this mode, but the noise from an
off-target source is dlecorrelated and does not bias the angle information.

A version of the interferometer is used in a foreign-built operational missile. It corn-
bines the interferometer and a gimballed-dish seeker. The dish is slaved to the in-

terferometer and is used for the acquisition and Doppler tracking signal. The narrow beam
of the dish suppresses signals from other targets. Another version of the dish in-
terferometer, which used the dish in the angle channels as well, was suggested by Dr. A.

angle channels due to sources outside of the dish beamwidth by correlation techniques
where each interferometer element was multiplied by the dish signal. This concept is
described in Ref. 26 and analyzed by Refs, 27 and 28. i

4.3.7.8 Track-Loop Bandw~idth Requirement for Glint Noise. The phase-following servo is
a feedback electromechanical device and consequently has delays. The transfer can be ex-
pressed in the form of a quadratic expression as

(68)
V'S2 + 2ýTS + I

where Tis essentially the time constant, and ýis the damping factor.

26. A. Kossiakoff, "Advanced Missile Guidance," JHU/APL AK-009-70 (13 Jan 1970).
27. R. E. Gingas and J, F. Hartranft, "Investigation of Triple Sensor Missile Guidance."

JHU/APL MCM-SR/638 (8 Jul 1970).
28. R. L. McDonald "Two Target Tracking Error Expressions foi a Combined Dish Interferometer

Receiver," .1IH U/APL MlPA-1-233 (12 Aug 1970).
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An early task in the development process was to determine the effect of various values
of T and r on performance and to select a range of appropriate values. The original
specifications were determined empirically with flyover tests at DRL/UT. A missile receiver
with appropriate microwave systems and a target illuminator were located on the ground at
a test site. Targets were flown over the site, and tape recordings of receiver scan output and
the reference generator output were made for many different flight conditions and target

-types.-The targets-varied-from single-engine aircraft ro B29 and B36 aircrafitpassing to
within 100 to 200 ft above the simulated missile antennas. The recorded data were then used
as input to the phase servo in a wide range of gain and damping conditions. The criterion
used for selecting suitable values was the minimum range between the aircraft target and the
ground based system before the received signal disintegrated to noise. Many conditions
were examined resulting in a specification range for both T and r. The result3 showed that
with T greater than or equal to 0.017 or less than or equal to 0.03 and ý greater than or
equal to 0.8 or less than or equal to 1.2, good pointing information would be provided at
ranges as close as a few hundred feet on the large multiple engine aircraft. These values of T
and ý-were then specified for the system.

At a later date, computer simulations were run to verify these values. Reference 29 re-
ports on one of these simulations. Figure 50 from the referenced report shows a range of ac-j I'I'I I ' ' ' + ' ' {r

0.2 --

I. Limits doiermlned
by simulation at OX/M

1.
C

Limits
recommened ovWp
by Rod. 29 AcIevubfo

oevalope fromrSimulation of Rof. 29

L:

0.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 a_ I a I , I I J

0 0-2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 I.
Damping factor, r

Fig. 50 Performance envelope for acceptable homing for Talos 6B1, showing limits
determined for STAPFUS phase servo (adapted from Ref. 29).

ceptable values from this simulation and also the limits established by a simulation at the
Bendix Mishawaka missile division. The values determined by the empirical tests at
DRL/UT and later used as the production specifications appear to be unnecessarily tight
29. R. E. Christenberry, "An 1103 Evaluation of the Effects of STAPFUS Parameters on the Talos

6B1 (STAPFUS) Missile in the Homing Phase," JHU/APL BBD.675 (17 Aug 1959).
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when examined with this simulation; however, forttinately, the tight specification was
maintained, and the short time constant was extremely valuable when the multiple target
performance was evaluated. Reference 30 shows that a time constant should be on the order
of 0.02 second for a multiple blinking jammer encounter. In tests against extended targets
such as large surface ships the fast response servo followed the point of reflection from
various target points, and the autopilot provided the filtering. During some of the ex-
periments against extended targets, tests were made where the time constant was increased
by a factor of three with-the intent that glint noise would be filtered with the servo. Perfor-
mance was drastically reduced. A series of tests to determine the tracking point associated
with large ships, small patrol craft, and multiple ship targets was carried out at the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Navy test ranges. For the bridge tests a missile seeker was
located in a test station suspended below the roadway 230 ft above the water. Ships coming
up the channel were illuminated by a source located at the water level and the semiactive
return was received by the elevated seeker. Figures 51 and 52 are photographs of the ship
targets with the corresponding track points superimposed. The details of the tests are
described in Ref. 31. The Navy test range tests were performed with a seeker located in a
P2V aircraft. A TV camera was also located in the aircraft, with the interferometer track
point electronically superimposed on the TV picture. The targets were illuminated by a land
based source. The results are described in Ref. 32. Data on the amplitude of glint noise
from various aircraft targets were obtained in tests at DRL/UT. These are reported in Refs.
33, 34, and 35. Figure 53 from Ref. 35 shows the typical distribution of angle noise fromI various aircraft.

In addition to the frequency response requirements of the ser-vo, it was necessary to de-
termine the angular rate resolution requirements. It was determined by simulation and
flight tests that a measurement resolution of 0.1 '/s space rate was required, and further-
more, if resolution of that order were achieved, the result was a high percentage of direct
hits on the target. The allowable filtering on the angular rate measurement depends on the
homing time available. An acceptable rule has been that the homing time raust be at least 5
and preferably 10 missile time constants. The angular rate filter is a part of the total missile
time constant. Art acceptable value for some surface-to-air missions was found to be 0.5

r second.

30. G. C. Munro, "Narrow Beam Interfcroneter Homing in the Presence of Multiple Blinking Jam.
mers," JHU.APL BBD-1395 (15 Dec 1964). (Also, BBD-1395-1 "Supplement to 1395.") !

31. R. Ostrander, "Evaluation of the Antiship Capability of the Talos Missile," Final Report,
J H U /APL TG-749 (Dec 1965).

32. "Final Report: Surface Target Tracking and Radar Characteristics Test, D/S 491 Event 2,"
J HU/APL SMS-FS-346 (May 1970).

33. J. R. Wright and R. M. Adams (DRL/UT), "DRL Noise Measurements Report No. I,"
JHU/APL CF-1701 (7 Dec 1951).

34. J. R. Wright (DRL/UT), "Performance of Interferometer Tracker Against Large Target Air-
craft," JHU/APL CF-1808 (11 Dec 1952).

35. J. R. Wright (DRL/UT), "Measurement with Scanning Interferometer of Angle Noise for Head-
On Aspect of Six Aircraft," JHU/APL CF-1809 (6 Jan 1953).
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5.0 BODY-MOTION DECOUPLING

5.1 THEORY OF BODY-MOTION DECOUPLING

Sub-subsection 4.3.7.4 discussed the early scanning systems. Figures 42 and 43 areJ - block diagrams showing both the phase-measuring and body-motion subtraction processes.
These systems use body-mounted rate gyros for measurement of missile body motion in the
yaw and pitch planes. The subtraction process involves the difference between the apparent
target rate and the body rate. Figure 42 shows the frequency of the scan signal from the
receiver to be proportional to the interferometer gain, 21rd/X, the apparent rate ý3, and cos

3.The body gyro, through an appropriate gain, frequency modulates an oscillator such that
the frequency chunge, as a function of missile body motion around the yaw or pitch axis, is
essentially the same as the change in scan frequency seen by the receiver for the apparent
target rate measured by the interferometer. In the diagram of Fig. 42 the true LOS rate, if
the gains are correct, is proportional to the change in the frequency F as measured by a fre-
quency discriminator centered at F_, A serious problem with this system is the inability to
set and maintain the discriminator center frequency equal to the modulated oscillator
nominal center frequency. Any discrepancy between these frequencies shows up as a direct
bias in the measurement or the LOS rate. A problem unique to the use of small spring-
restrained rate gyros is that of linearity over a wide dynamic range. Body rates, due to
weathercock, could be as high as 40*/s peak when true LOS rates on the order of. I, toO.5*
were to be measured. Obtaining gyros that could meet these critical linearity requirements
along with other requirements such as minimum delay, spin-up time, and scale factor
stability was a serious and almost unsolvable problem.

Sub-subsection 4.3.7.5 discussed a different form of body-motion subtraction. Figure
44 shows a block diagram of that system. The primary difference between this figure and
Fig. 42 is the subtraction of phase angles as opposed to subtraction of phase rates. This is
accomplished by using a form of free gyro to change the phase of the scan reference signal
by an appropriate amount. The gain factor between body motion and phase change was
precisely controlled by a known gear ratio between the resolver and gyro platform shaft.
The phase angle difference was measured by a phase -following servo with a potentiometer
connected to the shaft for an output. The LOS rate is obtained by the derivative of the
potentiomieter output. Proper selection of the values for the derivative network also provide
the first order filter at the autopilot input. Improved performance was obtained with a
penalty in size and weight of the gyro and servo system over the electronic system.
However, the improved performance was well worth it.

In either system the gain through the gyro channel must be adjusted to match the in-
terferometer gain. Since the interferometer gain is directly proportional to microwave fre-
quency (I/ X), any change in operating f requency must be accompanied by a change in the
setting of the gyro gain.

If there were no pro--ision for body-motion decoupling, the signals in each in-
terferometer channel would, in general, have a component caused by missile-body motion.
The basic phase angle output of the two interferometers, 0, can be written using the
geometry of Fig. 54:
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Fig. 54 1Interferometer measurement and control axes.

2ird
0= -- Cos -y (69a)

and
2ird

Cos -a (69b)

or
2rd

andT i? (70a)

andr
X (td i) , (70b)

where carets are used to indicate unit vectors. If rate processing is performed to measure
angular rates, the results are

2 ird A

and

2 ird
T, 2 . (71b)
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I The T terms are due to motion of the LOS relative to inertial space. The second terms are
the body-motion contributions. Expanding these two terms gives:

Body-morion term in channel = -IT Y

= IT. (pi -i (72)

2 rd
=-- (p cos a r rcos)

and

2wd
Body-mot ion term in a channcl = (T - z)

2 7rd
T( -pc y +. qxcc(73

-p co qcs3

For pe cel body-motion decoupling, these components have to be subtracted tram the
.1 signals in the two interferometer channels.

* 5.2 BODY - MOTION IIICOIPIANG TWCHNIQUI, WITHOUT GYROS

It was first proposed by MIT in Ref. 5 that body rotation could be measured by a dual
* ~interterometer system. Figure 55, takeai from that reference, shows (he rroposed connec-

fig. 66 Body rotation measured by a dual Interferometer system,
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tion. It was also suggested by Baltzer (Refs. 36 and 37) that dual interferometer might be
used in conjunction with a command system. The dual interferometer used forward-looking
antennas for target measurement and rear-looking antennas as body-motion references
with energy from the illuminators. This form of guidance was considered for a version of
Talos called JANUS until simulations showed serious flaws in the fundamental guidance

* concept with targeis having a crossing component. Reference 38 provides a detailed discus-
sion of the problem.,

5.3 NONRIGID AIRFRAME

When body-motion gyro signals are subtracted fronm interferometer signals to obtain
- - the LOS rate, it is usually assumed that the gyros and interferometers are measuring the
* same motion. This is not always the case. Figure 56 shows a nonrigid airframe bending in its

fundamental mode. A gyro located at body station A measuring missile motion will give en-
tirely different results from that of one at body station B. Since the interferometers are
measuring the body bending, station A is the more desirable location for decoupling gyros.
For weathercock damping in the autopilot, station B is the better choice. If the decoupling
gyros are not located near the antennas, a signal at the fundamental body-mode frequency
appears on the ineztsured LOS rate. High attenuation notch filters to suppress the body fre-
quencies are also critical in the frequency domain. The body bending frequency is not a con-
stant but rather depends on remaining fuel, altitude, speed, and many other variables.

The early version of the Tabos missile experienced a serious mnaneuver-induced, slow-
bending coupling caused by both tht! location of the gyro near body station B and the com-
pliar.cc of the airframe. This is discussed in Ref. 39.

Body station B

Fig. 56 Nonrigid airframe.

5.4 IM~Pl.'FrNI'NATlON TOLFRANCI%

5.4.1 Seriotr Chorecteristics
The body-motion scnsor must inaintain lincarity of (tic output vs. input curve over a

broad dynamic range. Thc missile wcutltrcoIck nonlincaritics create a rcsidual signal at the
weathiercock frcquency, which :an be destabilizing, The total gyro transfcr function must
be repecatable as a function of time and icmipcrature ito within a few pcrcent., It was found hy
3 6, 0.-i. lialt ier 4i)R5I. 71 ), "( ommand Homing (iuidancc wihli the Staiiuii~il Interferonivier,'

JHU/Ai'L. C'M-592 i31 M~ay 195()).
3". 0' .1, Haliiti l. "M,%i C'udaincc Sysicn,"' tU. S. t'mnin No. 3.1')I. 1Kb (19 Sepi 1961),
19. 6i. ( . Muni(), "I ftci% of N1Iikc \;ig'iitui 'Vchioiiy on thec .tantsII hilci feroiiwlir ytI ,

Jtl. APIT CI tbK(ixl I Scli 195b.
19. N. A. litigthaw~, Mvcomniiieidcd I Al W, I ise% Iii Slow llidi l)i%ýt iniiilioo eie%%

uind Ilic lDifiienniiniig NL;oIkm." lilt _\III ( I-tpW I I"?DI: 1052).
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u simulation for the Talos missile that peak weathercock rates to 40'/s could be expected,

and a threshold of about 0. 1 '/s was necessary to ensure satisfactory miss distance.

5.4.2 Establishment of Tolerance Limits

Most of the experience in interferometer guidance has been gained with an airframe
whose control surfaces are near the center of gravity, and most of the lift is from the control
surfaces instead of body angle of attack. The allowable tolerances may vary widely as a
function of airframe configuration and nature of the aerodynamic control, e.g., lift at c. g.
vs. tail or canard control where angle-of-attack is used to obtain body lift.

5.4.3 Manufacturing Tolerances

The problem of adjusting the gain of the gyro channel has historically been one of the
most difficult parts of the manufacturing process. In the early systems using body-mounted
rate gyros several schemes were tried, with various levels of success. They are described
briefly as follows:

Each gyro was calibrated on a precision rate table and an output vs. input curve was
drawn. The average slope of the curve was determined. A DC voltage representing a known
fixed rate was substituted for the gyro signal, and the gain was adjusted to provide the
proper frequency deviation of the modulated oscillator.

A second scheme combined a microwave phase shifter in the signal path with a gyro
rate table. The proper gear ratio, 2#rd/i. was connected between the two. The gain control
in thc gyro output was adjusted for an output null while the table and phase shifter were os-
cillating. Local nonlinearities in the gyro curve or nonlinearities in either the equipment
phase shifter or missile phase shifter made the null difficult to detect. If the time delays be-
tween the two paths were not equal, the output would not reduce to a null, and a quadrature I
component would remain. A number of test techniques were attempted, using the phase re.
lation of the remaining signal with respect to the gyro table motion. These techriques wereonly moderately successful because of nonlinearities.

The development of the STAPFUS system mentioned in sub-subsection 4.3.7.5 in-
cluded a means for precisely calibrating and adjusting the gain between the body gyro and
the phase-shifting resolver. The gyro platforms contained both yaw and pitch gyros me-
chanically displaced at 90" to each other within machining tolerances of a few minutes of
arc. A mechanical reference in the furm of a pair of holes in the mounting flange plate par-
allel to one gyro axis allowed the unit to be aligned precisely with one antenna pair. The use
of mechanical references established in gyro manufacture allowed more precise alignment
with the antennas than had been possible by any means of electrical adjustment previously
attempted.

5.5 MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

$.SI Strapdown Rate Gyros

A single-degrue-of-freedom spring-rcstrained rate gyro consists of a spinning wheel of
angular momentum vector, H, which receives angular rate vector, W, about the input axis jI
perpendicular to the angular monnentum vector. Reacting with the input w, the gyro

- - , . •
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generates a torque L about the output axis, which is orthogonal to the W and H vectors.
Because of mass unbalance, there is usually a mass-unbalance torque vector, Ld, also about
the output axis. Referring to the output axis, the gyro wheel, its gimbal assembly, the rotor
of the microsyn signal generator, and the rotating part of the damping element mounted on
the output shaft constitute the moment of inertia, I, about the output axis. The damper fur-
nishes a damping (torque) coefficient, C. The output shaft is restrained by a spring sensitive
to angular displacement of the shaft. The angular stiffness of the spring is K. Thus, with in-
put w, the gyro output shaft will produce an angular displacement 8 from its equilibrium or
reference angular position and

" + C6 + KO = L + Ld, (74)

where

L = wH. (75)

If the microsyn signal generator has a sensitivity, K,, tne output voltage of the rate
gyro unit would be V, which is

V = Kf0 . (76a)

Iymisalignment between the microsyn null and the
spring null, the output voltage will be

V =K,(0 + 890), (76b)

where 09 is the offset bias. By letting
W2  K (77)

2P" C2x, ,K (78)

and

H = (79)

Eqs. 74, 75, and 76a can be combined into the following equation:,

VI HK, +.

SI K
I + ---- + • s2

where

w,, - natural angular frequency of the rate gyro assembly,
- damping ratio of Ihe rate gyro assembly,

a - Laplace operator - d/dI, and

s magnitude of drift caused by mass. unbalance torque Lj,
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Several factors associated with the spring-restrained gyro are critical. The maximum
angular displacement of the output shaft 0 must be limited to a small value to prevent cross-
coupling effects. The spring constant, K, must be appropriate to allow full-scale deflection
of 0 at the maximum required rate to reduce the offset effects of the microsyn bias, 09. The
values of K (for sensitivity) and I (from the physical characteristics of the gyro wheel) deter-
mine the natural frequency of the second-order system w.,,. This natural frequency has an
associated delay that is not necessarily compatible with the allowable gyro channel delay.
Several other critical factors should also be mentioned:

I. The spring constant, K, is assumed to be a constant over its operating range,

2. The microsyn pickoff is assumed to have a linear output-vs.-0 characteristic, and

3. The calibration sensitivity is directly proportional to H (angular momentum of
wheel), which assumes p.'ecise control of wheel speed.

Another form of rate gyro is a single-degree-of-freedom integrating gyro. This gyro
usually consists of a gimballed gyro wheel enclosed in a cylindrical shell. The output shaft
of the gyro assembly extends from both ends of the shell. Rotors of a torque generator and
a signal generator are mounted on the extended portions of the shaft. The ends of the out-
put shaft rest on jewel bearings, The shell and all its attached microsyn rotors float within
another cylindrical container filled with damping fluid. Two microsyn stators for the
torque and signal generators are attached internally to the container. The damping (and
flotation) fluid can be temperature controlled to maintain its viscosity constant and density,
providing perfect flotation, eliminating any pressure on the jewel bearings. Tight tempera.
ture control may be relieved if some residual pressure on the bearing can be tolerated. The
major physical and functional difference between rate and integrating gyros are that the lat-
ter is not equipped with torsional restraint springs. The only restraining torque comes from
the damping fluid. The damping torque is proportional to the rate of the relative motion
between the output axis and the housin,. Therefore, the output axis position is a measure of
the integral of the input torque.

For comparison purposes, let the angular momentum of the gyro wheel, the output-
shaft moment of inertia, and the angular-rate damping coefficient of the integrating gyro
asscnmbly have values identical to those of the rate gyro assembly. (Strictly speaking, for the
same angular momentum wheel, the output shaft moment of inertia of the integrating gyro
assembly ought to be slightly larger than that of the rate Syro assembly. The damping coef-
ficient of the two assemblies could be diffeietwt.) By dele.!ng the KO term, Eq. 74 can be
rewritten for the integrating gyro assembly as

1# + C(/ = L + 1L,,,(1

The 0, term is alwo eliminated since It is a function (if the null position ol the spring.

In Eq. 8I, a term for the miss-tinbalance torque I.,/, is included for the integraling.gyro
assembly as it is in the case for the rate.gyro torque equation. Because of easier adjustment
of the mass unbalance In an Integrating-gyro assembly, L,, Is usually an order of tiagnitude
less than 1 ,1. Equationi 71 and '6a are also valid since an ide;tkcal angular momentum i.%
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assumed for both gyro wheels and an identical signal generator will be the natural choice
for both gyro assemblies. It is assumed that there is no voltage or current input to the torque
generator. By letting

1
,= ., (82)

C

Equations 81.75, and 76a can be combined into the following equations:
I H

0 = s(Ws + i + Wd,) (83)
S(r's + 1) C

and 1 HK,
V = -'_ + ( ,-, , , (84)

S(TJs + 1) C
where

u,,, = -- (85)

is the drift rate of the integrating-gyro assembly.

The presence of the Laplace operator, s, in the denominator in Eqs. 83 and 84 means
that the output shaft angle as well as the output voltage of the integrating assembly will in-
crease with time if a unidirectional angular rate input, w or wd, is present. The integrating-
gyro assembly alone is therefore not suitable for measuring angular rate even if it is not uni-
directional. because the drift contribution remains unidirectional, and the output shaft ro-
tation will eventually reach its design limit. However, the use of an integrating gyro where
the signal generator is amplified and supplied to the torquer as a restraining torque similar
to a spring has some merits. Figure 57 is a block diagram of a rate-integrating gyro with ex- I
ternal amplifier K,. KT is the gain of the internal torquer. The equation for the voltage out
of the gyro can be shown to be:

I!
- (Hw + La1)K,

V = _(86)
I C

+ -- S + IK, KKr KK,
The equation for the natural resonant frequency is similar to that of the spring restrained

gyro: I,,,,: = "'[KW (87)

but the product K, and K, allows an additional degree of freedom. The resonant frequenzy
can be increased by increasing K, without affecting the DC gain of the systems. The lineari-
ty of the torquer, K,, is essentially the only term affecting the linearity of the output-vs.-
Input rate. The wheel speed, of course, must remain constant.

5.5.2 Platforms

The previous secticn described body-mounted gyros with an output signal representing
missile angular rate. STAPFUS used a sIngle-degree-of-freedom stabilized platform. The
angular motion of the missile Is measured as a shaft rotation of a rcolver driven by a gear
on the stable platform. Figure 58 shows a simplified diagi am of the platform.

-901-
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A detailed analysis of the platform used for Talos along with the gyro constants are
provided in Ref. 40. The initial development included a calibrated variable gear ratio be-
tween the gyro and the phase-shifting resolver. A block diagram of the gear train is shown
in Fig. 59. The adjustment range required was 10%. As shown in Fig. 59 the required ratio

MechaLýnicall

S1 8- differential "" i

Gyro ring g•ar

Total ratio, gyro-to-resolver
adjustable from 1:31 to 1:3S

IVariable ratio
---- --.- ladjuitable - - ---

from1l:ltol:41

Fig. 69 Adjustable gear train.

was provided by a fixed gear ratio and a parallel variable path added to the fixed path by a
mechanical differential gear. The fixed path of 1:30 step-up ratio was combined with a vari-
able path of 1:1 to 1:4. The total was, therefore, a ratio varying from 1.31 to 1:35. The
range was adjusted by a calibrated 10-turn control knob, allowing extremely precise and re-
peatable setting of the gain. Later developments eliminated the need for the adjustment,
and two remotely selectable ratios were provided. Figure 60 is a photograph of the initial
gyro platform uted in test flights.

The body-fixed rate gyros and the STAPFUS platforms involved some assumptions in
generating proper decoupling for body motion. The assumptions were valid when the look
angle between the missile centerline and the LOS to the target (() remained less than ap-
proximately 30'. When performance at increased altitude against higher performance
targels became necestary, control systems operating variable tail surfaces and providing
body lift via angle of attack were also necessary. The assumption that 0 remained small was
no longer valid. The body-decoupling gyros mounted to measure motion around the axes of
the wing hinges were not adequate. The steering command generated by that system in-
duced missile roll that is not decoupled.

A further problem with the developed system was Ihe assumption that the cos 0 term
that contaminates the interferometer signal could be approximated by a constant on the

40, 6.. C. Muriroc, '"lie .iTAII'lUS Stabili:iim I c,(ip," .IHt1i/AiPI C'1-2.0) (13 May 19..).
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Fig. 61 Angle definitions for DIRCOL.

geometry of the homing system. It has been shown that one pair of interferometers meaures
cos cx and the other cos y'. The DIRCOL contains a gimbal structure that allows a gyro on
the a and •- planes to be used for stabilizing the intersection of these two planes toward the
tat get. The decoupling signals are obtained from measurement of the missile turning rates
normal to the a and -y planes. Additional computation is provided to prcduce the proper
steering commands about the missile axes y and z. These steering commands minimize the
roll coupling created by the yaw-pitch cross coupling; however, the DIRCOL device does
not decouple roll body motion, and a tight roll stabiliLation loop is still required.

5.5.3 Two-Axis Free Gyro with Torquer

A nonroll stabilized missile uses a single two-axis torqued free gyro to provide body
decoupling in yaw, pitch, and roll. Figure 62 from Ref. 45 is a photograph of the gyro. The
gyro rotor is a permanent magnet with the poles on the diameter of the rotor. Current in the
concentric windings around the diameter of the stator around the rotor are used to supply a
torque. The torque signal is an AC signal at precisely the rotation speed of the rotor. The
phase cf the signal with respect co the rotor position determines the direction of torque.
References 45, 46, and 47 describe the concept and test results of a two-axis position
pickoff. The rotor position with respect to the missile body is sensed by a two-axis capacity
pickoff. The capacitor is formed between the rotor and four plates produced by
evaporating a thin film of metal on the inner wall of the stator.

Figure 63 shows the geometry for reference. The plates are shaped to produce the
desired output. One pair of capacitive plates provide a signal proportional to sin ý cos 0
and the other pair - sin 3 sin &.

Reference 48 provides an analysis that shows that when the gyro pointing direction is
along the missile target LOS, the body motion decoupling is mathematically perfect in all
three dimensions, yaw, pitch, and toll.

45. C. I). Suyh•, "Test Rcsults for ulie (apa•itiw Ik o Axis I'i•koff," .IHU/AlIl. FIH79U.OIH (9
Ich 1979).

46, J. F. Gulick, "A Belt POT Alternative for ASMD," JHU/APL FIB77U-05.I (22 Mar 1977).
47. J. i. (,ulick, "A (.apacili•i hl"o Axis l'i;ko'f for Rdcyc or Slinger Oyro." JHU/AIl. 11Ai-

78U.014(5 Jul 1978),
4H. J. S. Millcr, "Aimaly~i, of Mi%%il 1Ho)y.M-olimi ) e)coiplint,," recIhologh Servie Corp.,

W47.1tX)(1016 b 19M9).4.
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Gyro pointing direction

'A
1

Fig. 83 Two-axis gyro measurement geometry. I
5.6 DECOUPLING TECHNIQUES FOR OPERATION OVER A WIDE RF BAND

It has been shown previously that the intcrferomczcr electrical phase output is given by: -

0 = (x_ in 88) LI
where e is the electrical phase shift, d is the antenna spacing, X is the wavelength of the
signal, and 0 is the angle between the missile centerline and the LOS to the target.

If the misoile-motion decoupling is accomplished by the subtraction of electrical phase,
any change in X requires a change in the gain of the gyro term. Modern digital techniques
allow the gyro output to be accurately multiplied by the proper gain factor if 7, is accurately
known or measured.

It is not unlikely, however, that the received signal can change frequency very rapidly,
for example when a chirp signal is received or when the receiver is required to operate over a
wide band of noise, In either of these cases, attempting to adjust gain as a function of fre-
quency is not practical,

-96-
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Subsection 4.4.4 briefly mentioned a technique suitable for broadband applications.
The method uses a digitally controlled, adjustable time delay as a part of the microwave line
between the antenna and the signal processor. The time delay is controlled by the output of
a body-mounted gyroscope as shown in Fig. 64. If a source of radiation, such as a radar
signal from a target, lies along the LOS line (at an angle 0 with respect to the missile
centerline), there will be a time difference a between the signals seen by the two antennas.

pI
S~processor

.4 y o adjusdbile b
Ftime delay l

Torqued Torqueinput
free

gyroscope

Fig. 64 Body decoupling using digital adjustable time delay. -

In Fig. 64, the time delay in the signal at antenna I is determined by the equation: I

(d sin 0) ( 9
C

where c is the velocity of propagation of the signal in the medium. The signal received by
antenna I is fed to a fixed time delay line of T,. The signal at antenna 2 is fed to a variable
time delay line of delay Tf plus or minus T,. As a condition of operation, T, must be less
than or equal to T".

The signals at various points in Fig. 64 ,:an be described as follows:

Signal at point I = sin 2rf,. [t - a]

Signal at point 2 = sin 27rf, i,
Signal at point 3 = sin 27rf,[t - a - TJ , (90)

Signalatpoint4 = sin 2irf, [1 - Tf - T,]

Signal at point 5 = cos 2rf [ - a- T,1

wheref, is the input carrier frequency.

The signal processor contains a multiplier whose output includes sum and differenccfrequencies of the inputs. The .um frequency is a very high microwave signal removed byfliltring, The difference frequency is a DC voltage. If
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Signal at point 6 = sin 2rf, ( - TL) (91) zz

is used as a torque signal to the gyro, the loop will null the voltage at point 6. If the gyro is
pointed within an interferometer ambiguity, then

a (92)

The carriet frequency, f,, is a gain multiplier on the output signal but is totally eliminated
from the decoupling loop. In the steady-state case the torque input is a measure of the LOS
rate and is-therefore the proper steering signal for proportional navigation. This method
has been demonstrated to operate over a bandwidth greater than an octave.

5.7 BODY-MOTION DECOUPLING FOR ROLLING AIRFRAME

Sub-subsection 4.3.5.2 provided the description of the interferometer signal processing
for a rolling interferometer. Figure 28 shows a block diagram of that process. Referring to
Fig. 28, any phase modulation of oscillator w,, results in a phase addition or subtraction
from the interferometer signals present at points 3 and 4. If the oscillator is phase
modulated by a gyroscope measuring missile motion, a method is aailable for body-
motion decoupling.

Figure 65 shows a possible gyro arrangement for this purpose. The gyro pickoff axis

Gyro oickotf measures sin 13".

V!.sile roi axis

Gyro torquer

When rolling gyro output KG sin ýG COS (wRt + OG),

where KG is a gpin factor determineo by voltage apDlied to pickoff

Fig. 65 Gyro for rolling missile.

must be perpendicular to a line joining the centcrs of ihc interferometer antennas. The gyro
with a capacitive pickoff described in Section 5.3 can be used, and only ont axis of the
pickoff is required. Figure 66 shows the decoupling diagram and provides the equations.
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7 - -sin wo~t + KGi~/ sin 01 COS t"'Rt + - 6 Sil Ct G] +8

set KG - 2*dIX

9- -2in (~~(tI)[in 0 cos (W~tt OT) si OG0 COS wF~ + 8G])} [

10a* (2tdfX) sin f Cos (WRt + OT - G

where e 0 - O

Fig. 66 Rolling interferometer with gyro subtraction.

The signals at points 6 and 7 are the same as those at points 6 and 7 of Fig. 28 with the phase
modulation from body motion added to the phase of the oscillator, wn

The modulator used to produce phase shifts greater than 360* is shown in Fig. 67. A
reference oscillator triggers a ramp generator that produces a linear voltage ramp at point 2.

t.+

oiscillto gener ator and +8 +2 -2 controlled

allllId oscillatorIl

6 lfJlLJU1JfULU1

3j i

Fig. 87 Phase modulator.
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The negative voltage step at point 3 samples the ramp voltage and holds the sampled value

until the next sample is provided. This provides a linear voltage as a function of the phase
between points 3 and 2. Assume, for the moment, that the gyro input voltage is zero. The
amplifier output will change the phase (by momentarily shifting the frequency) of the volt-

age-controlled oscillator until the output at point 3 samples the ramp at zero volts. The sig-
nals at points 4 and 5 are precisely 90' out of phase because of the digital division tech-
niques and are eight times the frequency of the signal at point 3. When a voltage is applied
from the gyro pickoff, the high gain loop will shift the phase at point 3 by an amount re-
quired to equal the gyro input voltage. The phase change of the signals at points 4 and 5 will
be eight times the phase change at point 3 and can easily be greater than 360' if necessary.
The gain between the gyro input voltage and the desired phase change at points 4 and 5 can
be as great as required for proper decoupling.

This form of body decoupling requires precise knowledge of the incoming frequency in
order that the proper gyro gain can be used in the phase modulator. The rolling missile i
decoupling can also be accomplished by use of the variable line described in Section 5.6. A
detailed description of the technique is provided in Refs. 16 and 48.
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6.0 INTERFUROMET'hR GUhIDANCE: FOR CURRENT
AND FUTURE MISSILES,

6.1 AYFRACTIV E FEATU RES OF I NTFRFEROMETER GI!IDA NCF FOR FUTURE
MIISSILES

6.1.1 Compatibility with Other Guidance Modes

More thani fiteeni years ago it "sas rocognized that combining a typical RF homing
system with a seco~nd high-resolution mode of guidance was desirable in order to operate in
some countermeasures environments. Numerous altemipts were made to combine RF andI 1k seekers in a common aperture, with little operational success. Many tests were made to
determine tL~e feasibility of operating an 'ýF seeker that %%as partially blocked by an IR
seeker forward of the RF seeker, but the errors created by the blockage were greater than
could be (olera-ed. Dual-band RF seekers were also dlesigaed to operate with a single aper-

ture. These wertc more successful, but there were rather tight restrictions on thme ratio of the
frequencies. Th., interfcrometer guidance concept remoses many of the multimode restric-
tions since the interferometer antennas are on the outside diameter of the airframe.

6.1.1.1 RAM Development. A dual-mode missile (in joint dcv clopment by the U.S. Navy,I the Federal Republic of Germany, and the Government of Denmark) called the RAM (Roll-
ing Airframe Mlissile) is a combined RF and IR seeker. The rolling airframe RF in-
terferometer uniquely determines the target location and points the gyro toward the target.
The spinning gyro is also the telescope for the IR seeker and is pointed toward the target
with a narrow field-of-view seeker. When sufficient signal is received, the missile control is
changed to the IR seeker. Figure 68 shows the front of the RAM with the RF and IR
see kers.

6.1.1.2 BT Trimode. A multimode version of the Terrier BT missile was proposed andI studied. The original Terrier BT missi!e used beam-rider guidance. The proposal and
studies considered adding an RF interferometer and IR seeker for certain specific en-.
vironments. Details of this are provided in Ref. 49.

Another pr-)gram examined various candidates for a wide area missile including
various combinations of interferometers and gimballed seekers. Data were measured at a

number of microwave frequencies and several configurations. Figures 69 and 70 show theI: configurations tested, and Fig. 71 shows a sample of the results. Reference 50 provides the
detailed test results.
6.1.2 Lo-A-Frcquency Capabilif)

The tise of widely spaced, physically small antennas of an interferometier permits
guidance in an antiradiationi muode against signals sometimes considered immune to ARM
attack. It has been dcmonontrated in flight ttsthat antennas separated by two wavelengths
49. "' I cirrici BF I 1 lonide tceisihiliI' 11IN'~', 'Sui 1&xe Nfi'.sitc Sysicnis [Vc~i., .1H) tL N1112-1I17

(,4o% 196i7).
50. C. 1-I. Ronitenbuig, "Interferorleter Aniciuna Boresigtt Frrfnrs Measured on a Candidate Coll.

figuration for the Wide Arca Guidance Mlissile,".11HL1) 'APL FlB78U-1(4 (3 Aug 1978).
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SM-1 radome

Horizontal
plane

Interferometer
antennas (4)

A

Vertical
plane

I I

30.00 30.00

I II I

II

i =" 6.00--

Position A Position B

Fig. 69 Configuration for interferometer-plus-radome measurements.

6.1.3 Broadband Coverage

( Previous sections have discussed methods for operating over wide frequency ranges for
I. both the angle-measurement and body-decoupling portions of the missile. In practice it was

possible to provide a modification kit that could be installed aboard ship to greatly increase
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the missile frequency coverage. This was possible because of the~simplicity of the in-

terferometer antennas. The modification kit included replacement antenna elements, a

broadband microwave mixer, a broadband solid-state local oscillator, and some circuitry

needed to adjust the decoupling gain in the gyro path.

6.1.4 Suitability for Guided Projectiles

The development by the Naval Surface Weapons Centcr (Dahigren, Virginia) of gyro

caging inechar.isrns-that permit gun launching allows the possibility of an RF-guided pro-

jectile. The interferometer is uniquely suited to this application because it does not require a

gimballed seeker and can therefore be expected to survive the gun launch acceleration

without difficulty. In many cases the gun is associated with a target-tracking radL!, .,

therefore, a semniactive seeker appears to be a good choice.

(~) I nterf erometer
antennas

Horizontal
plane

plane 430

17 0017.00

-1.00

Position A Position 8

Fig. 70 Configuration for interferometer-p; -radome measurements.
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2.- Run 2.05 - 2.08 pos A

0 3. - Run 2.29 - 2.32 pos BS60
X.band

_4.I- Run 1.13- 1.16 calibration
5.- Run 2.13 - 2.16 pos AS 6. - Run 2.37 - 2.40 pos B

4) 40

E
U

20

01
0.0 0.10 0.20 0.30

Boresight error slope (deg/deg)
Fig. 71 Accumulated boresight error slope distribution; 30 in. cross-plane interferometer

(linearly polarized elements).

6.1.5 Low Cost

Interferometer processing uses techniques that are particularly well-suited to digital
. technology. The VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) programs now in develop-

ment will allow a major breakthrough in the types of digital processing that can be con-
, sidered for missile use. The accuracy available with digital processing will allow some of the

heavy and expensive mechanical components to be replaced by digital technology. Pro-
cesses such as precisely multiplying the body-decoupling gyro signal by the proper gain fac-
tor can easily be accomplished by digital technology.

6.2 AERODYNAMIC DRAG CONSIDERATIONS

During the BT tri-mode study the zero lift-drag coefficients were compared for the
beam-rider BT missile, BT plus interferometer, and the homing version with appropriate
radome. The addition of the interferometer antennas increased the drag of the BT by 11%
but was 507o below the homing version.
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6.3 MODERN IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERFEROMETER GUIDANCE

6.3.1 Digital Processing

Figure 72 shovs a possible ARM seeker using VHSIC technology foi the angle process-
ing and discrimination circuits. The seeker shown has a portion dedicated to acquisition and

Up

4

3 VHSlC

Doigital L o_ _ Limi ing I • r---
T .- ie am limpfie -.f --- -

Digital. _imtir_ •ate___I

line am¢ I" imp f ief r -- II I
nsnrnetcherI'A-

So Lorineareor 72 46Ih ue ftu PulseIfillter l % I og I width I _-. |

AMselet .LIG , I I_ L _ [

0 fom o0ne n to p i f width itcommand

t irn a2 Inperheterodet reMceiker w intgproide o t

tsu~herlcal oscillaetor anamowave dilter. The uacbeiltr elinties ma saplemsf

seeTo In pR s-r or pleitra ee| Frequencydicmntonsobaedith

associated with response to spurious frequencies. The amplitude select circuitry and
associated amplifier ar aalso a part of the analog circuitry. The choice of log vs. linear
amplifier is coitrolled somewhat bn ,s the mission and the type of amplitude discrimination
desired. Linear amplifiers with pain control will allow a sae le signal to suppress the smaller
signals and give a decided advamrtage to the large signal. This would be desirable fmr a
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nonfluctuating signal. A log response amplifier is usually preferred to detect a fluctuating
signal from a rotating antenna. The signal from the amplitude select is normalized in
amplitude at the input to the digital portion of the acquisition circuitry. Shaping is also
available to provide a squared pulse to the pulse-width select. A standard pulse occurs at the
output of the width-select circuit at some speJ.ified delay after the leading edge of the input,
if the input pulse width is within the limits set by the command. The output pulse of the
pulse-rate select is used to accept the angle signal processed in that portion of the seeker.

The angle measurement portion of the seeker uses phase comparison of interferometer
pairs. The output of an electrical phase comparator is proportional to the sine of the phase
difference at the input rather than proportional to the phase and angle rate as it changes by
more than 360°. This is accomplished by a closed loop from the output to an adjustable
phase shifter at the input. The angle can be measured directly by the change in phase re-
quired to maintain a null at the output. This phase shifter is in the form of an adjustable
microwave line length to eliminate the sensitivity to microwave frequency. The body
decoupling of missile motion from target motion is accomplished by controlFng the ad-
justable line with the body-mounted gyros. The LOS rate needed for proportional naviga-
tion is derived from the torque signal applied to the gyro to maintain a system null.

The output of the pair of phase comparators is in the form of a bipolar video pulse
having a duration equal to the input radar pulse. This pulse is sampled and stored for a
period to allow acceptance on the basis of pulse width and pulse interval. If these criteria
are met, it is then converted to a digital word and examined for angle of arrival, based on
the error signal. In the digital angle processor, the erior signals are stored to permit an angle
gating function. If each signal E, and E., are 10-bit words and the minimum and maximum
p,iske rates are I kHz ?nd 100 kHz, respectively, then a register 20 bits wide by 100 bits long
should provide the desired storage. An additional bit associated with each word will verify
that an angle measurement was received on the particular clock pulse. The purpose of this
"storage is to allow an examination of a number of angle measurements and determine
whether they are from a single target or multiple targets. For example, if two sequential
angle measurements indicate a large difference in error signal, it is more appropriate to
select one and use it for guidance as opposed to averaging the multiple signals. Examination
of the most significant bits of each measurement allows thik t:-pe of angle sorting. As an ex-
ample, assume the angles are sorted into five elevation and five azimuth bins giving a total
of 25 possible combinations. The sequence of operation could be as follows. On each clock
pulse (100 kHz rate) the A/D converter output is read. The first bit of the 2i bits providcs
an indication that the remaining 20 bits are an angle error measurement of a signal that met
the criteria of pulse width and pulse rate. If there is a "1 ," then the most significant bits of
each error signal are examined to determine which of the 25 possible error boxes the signal
was in. An accumulator or counter on each error box is an indication of the density of er-
rors at each location, and the accumulator for the particular box is increased by one count.

I
Various forms of logic are possible for determining initial acquisition. One possible

rule is to accept a signal when the count in a particular accumulator exceeds a threshold.
Another is to examine the accumulator totals for the largest count after a given number of
measurements are made. After initial acquisition, the total storage register is scanned for all
signals within the selected "box." These signals are a,eraged and used to control the digital
line in the interferometer lines to step the error to a null. Subsequently errors are obtainedonly from the box representing the near zero position and multiple targets outside of the
zero box will not contamin-ite the steerinp sipnal.
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This form of sorting will be extremely valuable in a high-pulse-density environment
with signals of unknown pulse-width and pulse-rate characteristics. The angle errors are
used in a closed loop to torque the integrating-gyro and line-stretcher control. This torque
signal is also a measure of the missile-to-target LOS rate in inertial space, and is, therefore,
the appropriate signal to be used for proportional navigation steering commands.

Another form of digital processor was considered in the development of the rolling in-
terferometer. The digital processor was used after, an i-and-Q bipolar video phase com-
parator. A description of the experimental unit is provided in Ref. 5 1. The phase angle be-
tween the two antennas was measured by a series of digital gates. For example, the
quadrant is easily determined by the sign of the I and Q video. The octant of the quadrant is
determined by the ratio of the absolute magnitudes of the I and Q video. This process can
be carried out to any desirable level of resolution.

6.3.2 Strapdown Inertial Instruments

The original concept of interferometer guidance as described in earlier sections of the
report used strapped down rate gyros for body-motion decoupling. The problems with in-
strument accuracy and signal processing errors created th, need for platforms such as
S [APFUS to provide the required accuracy. The development of small floated integrating
gyros and economical digital processing has again changed the picture such that the strap-
down instruments now have the required accuracy when they are coupled with digital pro-
cessing. The size and weight are attractive for small missiles, and the cost could be an order
of magnitude below some ot the production systems. Figures 73. 74, and 75 hho, platforms
designed for Talos. STANDARD Missile, and Redeye. Figure 76 shows a typical miniature
integrating gyro that could be used in conjunction with digital signal processing for body-
motion decoupling.

51. H. H. Knapp, 'Proposed Digital Output Electronics for ASMD Block I RIF Redesign,�
JHLJ/APL FIB76U-146 (27 Sep 1976).
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Fig. 73 SAFSMissile-motion decoupler (circa 19 58). (Two were required).
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Fig. 75 visl-oindcuerand IR sekr(ic 90.(One was requiied).I

Fig. 76 Typical miniature integrating gy-o.
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